LAMB’S TALES

“Death ends a life, not a relationship.”
― Mitch Albom,
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For Lamb.
Love you honey.

INTRODUCTION

Lamb passed on the 15th June 2019 at 5.15pm
exactly. It was very peaceful, we had Star Trek
Voyager (our favourite TV show) playing on my
laptop in the background.
No one was around, no nurses buzzing about, no
doctors coming or going. Just us. In our own private
room. We lay together on the bed embracing as she
peacefully transitioned to the next place. It's an odd
thing to say, but I was so proud of her.
When I was writing this book I didn’t think I
would put Lamb's final week in and how it all
unfolded, but as I got close to finishing I felt the need
to tell what happened, and what we talked about in
her last moments. It was part of her story and it
really shows the sort of person she was. Her strength
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and her character. I've grappled with whether or not
she'd want me to talk about it, and I don’t know the
answer to that question. But I think we get to see the
true person when they're in their last days. Because
what’s the point in pretending. Your time is up, you
have nothing to lose or gain.
I'm also very sensitive to that fact that some
people may not want to read this part of her story.
That it may be too painful. It was almost impossible
for me to write. So all the stuff relating to the last
week I have put at the end of the book in the last
chapter (Butterflies). You don’t have to read it if you
don’t want to.
After she'd passed I couldn't leave the room to go
home. She'd gone, but I was just stuck there. I knew
it would be the last time we'd be in the same room
together. I'd walk out the door and then immediately
walk back in.
“I can’t leave” I said to one of the nurses who
stood just outside the door.
“that’s totally normal, some people will sit there
for hours” she said back.
I knew Heidi was waiting at home and I had an
overwhelming need to get to her. I also knew that
Kathryn would be there soon too as her flight was at
that moment landing. They were the two people that
needed to be let known first.
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I sat with her for about 30 or so minutes. Show‐
ering her with kisses. Then I reluctantly left.
Walking out of that room was all in slow motion.
Everything up until that point had happened so fast.
In a flash. But now she was gone time seemed to slow
right down. I walked down the hall. Out into the
street. People on their cell phones. Life buzzing all
around me in the mid summer heat. I just wanted
them all to stop and take note of what had just
happened. Who had just left us. But of course. It was
none of their business.
The next 3 weeks were really nothing more than
flickering in and out of day dreams. It really didn't
feel real. My brother Tim came over and stayed with
us as we boxed up the house. He did his best to try
and keep my spirits up. I love him very much, but a
lot of the time I would just sit there. In and out. Not
knowing one sentence to the next.
The lady that handled Lamb’s cremation came
round to do some paperwork with me. Everything
was going fine, then suddenly a “spike” as I had come
to call them started to happen, I became over‐
whelmed with emotion. She stopped talking and just
let me ride it out.
Then she said something that has become a great
source of comfort for me and has stuck with me all
through this.
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‘’You know James, I've been doing this for a long
time and here’s how I look at it. She’s not dead. She’s
just lost her body. She can’t walk into a room. She
can’t call you on the phone. You can’t touch her or
hear her voice. You need a body to do all those
things. But... she’s still here. Her soul is still alive and
well. Just keep your eyes and ears open. She will talk
to you”.
One thing I noticed after Lamb passed was that I
didn't want to move anything that was hers. Where
she'd last laid her toothbrush or how she put away
her crochet next to the bed. Her shampoo in the
shower. The last meal she cooked in tupperware in
the fridge. I didn't want to wash her clothes in the
laundry basket and I still haven't washed the last
towel she ever used. These meaningless everyday
objects, these things we don't give much thought too.
They become little holy grails. Everything that was
hers is instantly sacred. Your home is suddenly a
museum and you want to rope everything off. I knew
I had to get over this pretty quick, we were moving
out in a month and we had to start packing. So I
forced myself to put away the last lot of washing up
she did and washed her clothes.
I started to read a lot about grieving. Some
friends had given me the book ‘’A Grief Observed’’
by C.S. Lewis about the loss of his wife and I scoured
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the internet looking at grief websites. Some helped,
some not. But the big thing I took away from them
was that every person grieves differently. It manifests
differently in each person. There’s no one way and it
will last for years. Maybe forever. Even if you feel
fine one minute, the next can be a challenge.
You're just wading through mud. Sometimes it’s
shallow, sometimes it’s deep and there's no map to
help you navigate your way through the bog.
The smallest things can set off a “spike”. I saw
the trailer for the new Star Trek “Picard” TV show.
All was going fine. Then right at the end of the
trailer “Seven Of Nine” shows up. She was one of
our favourite characters on Star Trek Voyager. I
jumped out of my chair and started punching the air
like a nerd. Only to then unexpectedly break down.
Lamb would never get to see it. I knew she would
have been as excited as I was. I decided then and
there to never watch it.
One of the hardest things I’ve also found with
grief is forming new memories without her. Going to
a party, Watching a new movie I knew she would
love. I still can’t believe it’s happened. I still have out
of body moments where it’s like I’m watching a TV
show about a guy who’s lost his wife, then the reality
comes rushing back in.
This is part of the grieving process. If they can't
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do something, then you can't. If they can't have a
drink, you won't. If they can't go to the party, you
won't. It's to do with trying to bring the person back.
Your subconscious is saying to itself “If I stay here, if
I don't move forward, then maybe I can bring
them back”.
It's not a good way to live and I know Lamb
wouldn't want me to stop moving forward. In fact I
think she'd be pissed if I were to lay down my tools
now. After everything we went through. So in time, I
will watch “Picard”.
The day it really hit me was being asked what
my marital status was. I was at the doctor's office only
a few days after Lamb had passed.
I paused after the nurse asked the question. I had
only just got used to saying that I was married. I tried
to say “widowed” but the word didn’t get out. The
nurse looked on in a state of confusion and concern.
“My mum just died’’ Heidi said, who was
with me.
The day came that we were flying back to the
UK. As I walked around the flat making sure we had
everything, I could feel anxiety start to build. It
wasn't about the flight or the move or anything like
that, it was the fact that we were leaving this home.
This foreign flat that we'd slowly been making our
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own. The last home we lived in together. I started to
feel the same as the day Lamb had passed. I couldn't
leave.
“Time to go” someone said.
I could've stayed there forever. But we had to go.
I had to get Heidi back home.
It was very hard to leave that place.
The next challenge would be leaving LA as a
whole. The only reason we moved out was for my
work. That’s all LA was for me. But it had become
more than that now and I will forever have a spiritual
connection to it.
I don’t believe that death has borders - it doesn't
matter where we are when we pass, we all go to the
same place. However, it still felt like I was leaving
her. In my mind Lamb will forever be in LA. I know
it’s a stupid way of thinking but I'll always have a
need to go back there now and then. Check in with
her. Be near her.
As the plane took off from LAX and I felt the
tires leave the tarmac, I broke. Heidi reached out and
grabbed me. Just like her mum. Stronger than I am.
We got back to England and went to stay with
the Elliots while we found our feet.
Lamb had asked for a humanist funeral. This is a
service that's not connected to religion in anyway.
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Most of the time we were together she wasn't reli‐
gious at all and even leaned towards atheism, as did I.
However, I know her views were changing, as were
mine. We were slowly moving into a new space
together.
For a few years we had both started to talk about
spirituality on “wine nights” together. I think we
were both starting to slowly understand the concept
of Faith. Heidi would be tucked up in bed, we would
open a bottle of wine and over a few glasses the
conversation would turn to spirituality. We were
both coming to terms with it. Together. You can't
measure it, you can't record it, you can't film it. But
it’s something you feel.
It will never fully show itself. It will never run
up to you, slap you round the back of your head and
start twerking to get your attention, but it does
quietly leave clues around the place. I think today
there's a tendency to cut ourselves off from spiritual‐
ity, we feel there's too much baggage that comes with
it and in this age of scientific progress we now live in,
we need a print out or some chart. As a society I
think we've thrown the baby out with the bathwater.
Science and spirituality can co exist. It's not one or
the other. However science needs evidence first
before it shows you the truth, spirituality needs faith.
I feel it takes the same amount of ignorance to
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say “there's nothing after we die” as it does to say “if
you're gay then you're a sinner in god's eyes and will
burn in hell”. If you can tell me for sure that there is
or is not some sort of deity or consciousness, then you
yourself would be a god. You know for sure the
answer to the question that has haunted man for a
millennia.
Now at the age I’m at, having gone through the
things I've gone through, I sometimes feel something
bigger than myself brush up beside me. Bigger than
everything. It's sort of like a fish brushing against
your leg under the water line. You know something’s
there. But you don’t know what.
Dylan was indeed onto something.
‘’The answer, my friends, is blowin'
in the wind
The answer is blowin' in the wind’’
I honoured what Lamb said she wanted in her will
and we had a humanist funeral. Even though I knew
she had started to feel different.
After Lamb's service I had 5 or 6 people contact
me wanting to get a copy of what Harriet (head of
services) had read out. I was happy to comply and
put in a message to her asking for a PDF. She sent it
over and I was reading through it. I started to
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remember a few funny stories that it would be good
to add in, just to bulk it out a bit more.
So I started to add one. Then another, then
another. Next thing I knew I was writing and I
couldn't stop myself. I started thinking about it all
the time. It was the first thing I thought about when I
woke up and the last thing when I went to bed. I
found myself needing to talk about her, to get the
whole thing down. Maybe it was therapy for me. Or
maybe I just want her story down for Heidi and her
kids. My mother walked out on me when I was 12,
the same age Heidi was when Lamb left us. I only
hold a few clear memories of my mum. It’s all very
hazy. I didn’t want that to happen to her with Lamb.
I want her to always remember what a great mum
she was to her, what a great life partner she was to
me and what a great friend she was to all of us.
I thought I could maybe add some photos, then
the idea started to really take shape. “I should get a
little book printed and send them to everyone for
Xmas”. It’s a bit more personal than a PDF. A PDF
just sits on your computer in some file, probably
being lost over time. A book however, well it’s some‐
thing that becomes part of the furniture, part of
the house.
I think Lamb would've liked that better. A little
part of her, forever in your home. So here it is.
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There's not that much about Lamb's early life here,
but we get pretty detailed around the time myself
and Lamb got together. Looking back now we were
both just kids. I did spend over half my life so far
with her, so in that time I got a pretty good under‐
standing of what did or didn't make her tick.

When I'm at the pearly gates
This'll be on my videotape, my
videotape
Mephistopheles is just beneath
And he's reaching up to grab me
This is one for the good days
And I have it all here
In red, blue, green
Red, blue, green
You are my centre
When I spin away
Out of control on videotape
On videotape
On videotape
On videotape
This is my way of saying goodbye
'Cause I can't do it face to face
I'm talking to you before
No matter what happens now
You shouldn't be afraid
Because I know today has been
The most perfect day I've ever seen
Radiohead
-Videotape

LINDA

I met Lamb 25 years ago, when I was 17. My first
memory of her, or connected to her, was at a rave
when her friend Kev was looking for her. He was
stood outside the girls' loos and asked me to go in and
shout her name, because he didn't want to go in
himself. I didn't really know Lamb at this point so I
was like, sure, what's her name? Lamb. What? Lamb.
Ok. I went in and there were loads of girls sat on the
sinks in front of me and I shouted 'Lamb?' 'Lamb?'. I
had no conviction because it wasn't a name yet in my
head, it was like shouting 'chick?' or 'puppy?', and
because I didn't shout it as though it was an actual
name, I had a whole row of girls just staring blankly
at me.
I actually forget now all these years later that
Lamb isn't a common name. There's always that
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moment when I mention her to someone who's not
heard the name before and they ask me again what I
just said, and I remember again how unusual and
cute it is. With 'Lara' she had a beautiful given name
and with 'Lamb' she had a unique nickname, and
both suit her down to the ground because she was
beautiful and unique.

The reason Lamb and I started to hang out was that I
was house sitting in South London for a couple of
months, and at the time Lamb was living just down
the road, above the vets where she worked. We
weren't friends really yet, we just hung out in the
same group at that point and I was like, hey we
should meet up, but she just knew me as a posh
boarding school girl, and she said later that she was
worried I'd be a needy stalker, coming round all the
time cos I had no other friends in London. As it was,
we went round each other's houses pretty much
every day during that time, the stalking was mutual,
and we realised we got on really well. I remember
nights hanging out would always be put on pause by
Lamb nipping downstairs to check on animals and
doing vet nursey things.
•

•

•
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I found Lamb really refreshing company from day
one, and the things I loved about her at the start
never changed over the next 25 years. She was good
fun, she loved having a good chat and a laugh over
something and I loved the amused twinkle she'd get
in her eye if she was finding something funny. She
was really generous with her time, she'd help anyone
out, she was always the designated driver in our
partying days and somehow never moaned about it.
She saw lots of things in a really practical way which
meant she was great to go to for advice when you're a
complete over thinker like me. One of the main
things I loved about Lamb was that she never tried to
be anything she wasn't, and she didn't expect you to
either. She was honest to a fault and didn't beat
about the bush. I remember in my 20s if I was
behaving like an idiot she'd just point something out
to me as a friend about how I was acting, then leave it
with me to take or leave. After the initial 'not liking it'
I found that I could somehow take it from Lamb, and
a couple of times it ended up being a good wake up
call. On the other hand she could also be comically
straightforward, about less important stuff, and didn't
seem to have a filter, in a way that I came to know as
classically Lambie, and I remember times when she'd
be surprised that I was kind of shocked laughing,
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because she'd said something unbelievably blunt
about me or a situation.

I've always valued Lamb's advice, but fortunately she
hasn't always taken mine. I remember her really
fancying this young blue haired boy in Reading,
James. We'd see him out and about, they'd kind of
caught each other's eye, and Lamb had driven him to
up to London one time to a party. He'd texted since
and said he'd like to see her again and all us girls
were like, wa hey, he definitely fancies you! One
time we went out to a pub where James was djing,
and weirdly over the night somehow James and
Lamb didn't end up really speaking. As the evening
got late, Lamb asked me honestly what I thought, did
he fancy her? Or did he just like her as a friend? I
thought, pull off the plaster, be honest. Lamb, I said,
honestly, I'm sorry I really don't think he's interested,
I'd leave it. Fortunately, in Lamb's words, she
decided to ignore me, and as I remember it a few
minutes later went over to James and asked him if he
fancied her. The answer was a definite yes and as we
know, the rest is history, and no one should ever ask
me for relationship advice.
•

•

•
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I loved seeing how much Lamb got into different
projects, and how she found loads of ways to be
quietly creative, whether it was tropical fish or
chickens or gardening or wine making, she'd get so
enthusiastic about it and properly learn her stuff, and
do it right. I loved how much she always encouraged
and supported all the creativity around her too; I
loved how much she loved music, especially James's,
and how much James valued Lamb's opinion on
anything he was working on. I really loved seeing
how happy it made Lamb being Heidi's mum, and
seeing all the love, friendship, teasing, and total in-ittogether-ness there was between the three of them.

Lamb was 100% zero drama and had a sense of
humour and perspective even at the hardest of times.
She was one of the most practical, resilient and
straightforward people I've known. She just got on
with things. Even with her illness, I felt like she
never seemed to feel sorry for herself, she did what
needed doing and kept on keeping on, she did the
creative stuff that caught her imagination, she had
fun, she cared for her family and friends, she still
took herself off on adventures.
•

•

•
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I don't think it's possible to do Lamb justice in words.
For over half my life she's been my friend through
thick and thin. I can't believe she's gone, and I will
never stop missing her, and like everyone who's
known her I will always be so glad and so grateful
that she was my friend.

THE CARPARK

Myself and some friends were trying to put on
our first free party. I’m sure most of you reading this
will know the ins and outs of a free party, but for
those who don’t a free party is technically an event
that is not licensed, however there are some rules you
need to abide by when putting one on. Being a bit
green behind the ears, we shouted the location of the
party from the rooftops. A big no no. We got there
only to find the police waiting for us. Being even
more green behind the ears we decided to take the
van (with the rig inside) to the meet up point and
figure out what to do. Another big no no. As we sit in
the car park trying to make a plan, I see a small
camper van pull in and a bunch of people jump out.
I immediately honed in on a girl, she was short, her
hair was up in small bunches and she had a little
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flowery dress with leggings on. She was also wearing
a lamb rucksack. All smiles and chatting away with
these people I had never met. I remember thinking to
myself
“who’s she?”
I didn't go up and talk to her or anything and
when it became clear that the party wasn't happen‐
ing, they all jumped in the van and left. I don't think
she looked at me once.

The second time I saw her was when she showed up
at JW’s. This was a bar in Reading town centre that I
would DJ at every 2 weeks or so. I saw her bounce in
with her friends, again all smiles and a sweet
demeanour. I tried my best to look all cool behind
the decks, like I knew what I was doing. Again I felt
that she wasn't noticing me. Every time I looked over
at her she was engrossed with her friends, chatting
away and laughing. I had almost given up trying to
eye flirt with her when suddenly I look up from the
decks and she's looking right at me. I can still see the
look she was giving me in my mind's eye. It was
“that” look.
“Yes!” I thought to myself.
Now for my next move, to completely and
utterly ignore her. That'll work!
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I can’t remember who spoke to who first, but
somehow we ended up talking. I liked her. She was
sweet and she reminded me of a pixie and looked a
bit like Jennifer Grey in ‘’Dirty Dancing’’
We started bumping into each other out and
about. She asked me if I wanted to go to a party in
London one night and said she could give me a lift.
I didn't get to talk to her really the first time we
went to London together, I was a bit shy back then
and still thought ignoring a girl was the best way to
get them interested. Oh to be 18.
She dropped me off at home, and I didn't know
how to let her know I liked her. Do I just tell her? Do
I tell one of her friends?
I settled on sending her a text.

“Hey Lamb, it's James. Thanks for the lift last night, had a good time. Let
me know when you're going up to London again and if I can get another lift!
Would like to see you again”.

‘’Ohhhhhhhh!!!! Smooth’’. I thought to myself.
A few weeks later I’m back at JW’s doing a DJ
set. In walks Lamb with her friends.
Of course I did my best to not look bothered. I
don't think I looked at her once.
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After a few hours I'm stood on my own at the bar
and she comes bouncing up to me. A bit tipsy.
“Hello!” she says to me in her happy bouncy
voice.
“Hey” I say back, barely acknowledging her,
trying to be Mr Cool.
“How are you?!” she smiles.
“Ok. You know... good... I guess” I say, looking at
the floor.
“So… you know that text you sent me?”
she says.
My heart skips a beat.
“Text? Em... what text?? Oh yeah... Wait... em...
The text? Em...”
She cuts me off
“The one where you said you'd like to see
me again?”
My 18 year old brain goes into panic mode. She
understood the subtext!!
“Oh... Yeah... I think so?” I said back, still trying
my best to act like James Bond.
“Did you mean... You'd like to see me again as a
friend? Like going to a party together sort of friend?
Or was it you'd like to see me? As in... me. You'd like
to see me?”
I didn't know where to look. My eyes started
darting everywhere. Anywhere but at her. I did want
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her to know that I liked her, but at 18 I had no game
at all. Like, AT ALL!
“Hmm... Well... it's… yeah… I think…”
Again she cuts me off.
“Do you just like me? Or do you like, you know…
Like-like me?”
“Emmmmmmmmmmmm…….” I stood there
frozen.
“DO YOU LIKE-LIKE ME!?!” she blurted out,
almost like she was talking to someone who can't
speak English.
“Yes” I instantly replied.
She relaxed back down.
“Good! I like-like you too” she says.
She then turns round and bounces off back to
her friends.
Over the next few weeks we got together.

Looking back now to those early years I think Lamb's
persona overshadowed who she really was. Her
affinity with anything lamb related. Her lamb back‐
pack, her lamb trinkets, even her nickname “Lamb”.
She hated being called by her given name. I don’t
think she hated the name itself, it’s a beautiful name
and it suited her. But I think in some ways it
reminded her of who she really was. A shy girl who’s
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insecure about her looks. “Lamb” was an ice breaker
for her. Something for her to hide behind. It made
the other person do the work.
“Lamb?” Many people would say on first hearing
her name.
“That’s an interesting name! How did you
get that?”
It was a way to open communication with the
outside world. Sometimes Lamb could be desper‐
ately shy. Only yes and no answers if you were lucky
on first meeting her. If she was a little drunk she'd be
a bit better. But, if sober, she found it difficult. She
always took a shine to louder, more confident people,
because they would push through the shyness barrier
with lighting speed. She liked that, she could take a
back seat.
Sometimes her shyness would get the better of
her and she'd turn inwards. On a few occasions I
could see the other person would take this as her not
liking them. They'd pull a face a walk off. But that
was never the case. Shyness can be confused with
rudeness a lot of the time, but if you got through that
barrier with her you were in, there was no escaping
her. Some people don’t want to put that sort of effort
into making a new friend, but I guess you get what
you pay for, because once you became Lamb's friend,
there was nothing she wouldn't do for you. You
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became part of her life, part of her make up. Part of
her DNA.

As we settled down, this persona started to fade away
until all that was left was the nickname. The back
pack had gone, the trinkets were put in boxes and the
dreads were brushed out.
It was around this time that the bed jump inci‐
dent happened. I’m sure many of you have heard this
story over a drunk night sat at a table with Lamb. It
was one of her favourites to tell about me. She'd got
into bed and was waiting for me to turn the light out.
The switch was over on the other side of the room so
I would have to flick the switch and carefully make
my way over to the bed in the pitch black. This one
night I decided to jump from where the switch was
onto the bed, missing any obstacles that may be
lurking on the floor. I flicked the switch and jumped
towards the bed, overshooting the bed completely
and landing on the floor. Lamb started to cry laugh‐
ing. When Lamb found something really funny she
would do this out of breath laugh. She would let out
a high pitched squeak followed by the sound that
someone makes when they have been winded. Heidi
could make her laugh like this all the time. Over the
years I have sat there watching Lamb telling people
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the story, still laughing at my misfortune. I never had
the heart to tell her that I did it on purpose. I knew
I'd over shoot the bed and land on the floor, I did it as
a joke, just to make her laugh. but I saw she found it
so funny that if I told her it was a joke it would spoil
her fun. So I let it ride. I got more joy from her doing
the high pitched out of breath laugh then I ever
would've from telling her the truth.
I remember us talking about those early days not
long before she passed. The first few months of our
relationship and the first time we each saw
each other.
“I first saw you in the Iceland car park when we
tried to put on that party, you pulled up in your
van... You didn't notice me though” I said.
“no” she said back with a smile. “I noticed you”.

JULIE

I still can’t believe that you’ve gone, although
weirdly, when we said goodbye in Upper Basildon,
before you all set off on your LA adventure, I had a
strange feeling that this would be the last time I saw
you. Hana felt it too, she even said it. I just assumed
that I felt that way because it’s not so easy to jump on
a plane to LA as it is to drive 170 miles to Berkshire.

I remember when we met almost 30years ago at
college. I started the course 2 weeks later than
everyone else as I was recovering from having my
tonsils out. You and Maria instantly took me under
your wing and when you found out that I was travel‐
ling over an hours’ drive, in rush hour traffic, from
Surrey, to college, you instantly offered me to stay
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with you and your family in Kathryn’s old bedroom.
(not sure if Kathryn minded but I was always very
grateful!) I think Maria and Linda also got to stay in
Kathryn’s old room after I moved out, not sure if you
were just making sure Kathryn didn’t come back?!
But really, I think that is just a part of who you were,
always there for your friends when they needed you.

I think that you and your Mum were the first people
I met who re-cycled and re-cycled properly. Every‐
thing glass and tins had the labels removed and the
labels went in with the cardboard, tins were crushed.
You were both years ahead of your time.

I remember we went to our first Glastonbury festival
together. It was a good year, I don’t remember it rain‐
ing! You and Maria took me to my first big dance
party – Helter Skelter. I remember a 2 week long
camping holiday during which we were evicted from
the site where Ethan was living at the time. We’d
only camped there overnight but we were still issued
with an eviction notice! I remember we were quite
proud too!
•

•

•
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Amongst the many, happy, smiley memories there’s a
couple of scary moments that will probably haunt me
forever; the ride in the pony and cart, back along the
seafront at Gt Yarmouth. When we pulled up, Heidi
stood up and was being her usual, quirky enter‐
taining self, whilst leaning against the door of the
carriage. The driver opened the door without even
looking round and she toppled out backwards. And
obviously, Lola running across the paddock after a
cat, all three girls running after her and Nell getting
trampled by that awful horse – scariest moment of
my life. We went through a phase where it seemed
like something always happened or someone was
always ill when we met up – Leafy with a vomiting
bug, Nell with chicken pox and Heidi with a really
high temperature.

I remember going to that free RATM gig with you at
Finsbury Park. I didn’t have a ticket but a friend of
yours did and she couldn’t go. They were photo
tickets so we spent ages straightening my hair to try
and make me look like the photo on the ticket! It was
an insanely hot day so it didn’t last! I got kicked in
the head by someone crowd surfing in the mosh pit
and had a graze and a black eye – but it didn’t matter.
•

•

•
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As we got older, it was nice meeting up several times
a year, our girls growing up together, us (and them)
video calling and texting in between visits. In recent
years, it somehow became a tradition to get together
every Easter. We’d sit up late on the Saturday,
drinking wine and writing clues for the Easter Egg
Hunt. It would take us ages because they had to
rhyme! And then they’d run round and solve them
all so quickly, so every year it got bigger with more
clues! (Leafy and Nell missed you all this year)

So many happy memories of all the places we’ve
visited over the years.

I remember when we first met, you got me into
crochet and we’d sit and crochet squares to make into
blankets. And then, you got into it again recently and
crocheted the most amazing soft toys and just before
you left, another blanket for me! Every hobby that
you took up, you seemed to excel at.

Although I’m sad that you’re gone, I know that one
day I’ll see you again and we can dance, walk and sit
and talk and reminisce over a bottle of red!

MASON STREET

I can’t remember whose idea it was, Lamb seems
to think it was mine but I don’t remember asking.
Either way she ended up moving in. She was pretty
much staying over every night anyway, so I felt no
real difference.
We'd been going out for about six months or so.
Around the same time I inherited my sister's dog
Millie and our little unit was complete. At the time
Lamb was working as a veterinary nurse. As we all
know she loved working with animals - it was
humans she had problems with. She hated her boss
who didn’t treat her very well and she got to the
point where she'd had enough. She quit.
The house on Mason Street was a dump.
Complete dump! Lamb tried her best to keep it in
order, but living with three young guys, there was no
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hope of that. At the time myself and some friends
were running a night called Freestate at the After
Dark club. The night before every event Lamb,
Millie and myself would walk around the town
centre putting up “tonight” strips across the posters
that had been up for a few weeks. We used to feel
like we were doing something special. When I think
back now, it was just a little techno night in Reading,
but at the time it felt like more than that.
Lamb was always so supportive of everything I
did. Not one time did she waver in her support. At
the time I took it for granted. It's only time that gives
you perspective, and I was so lucky to have her there.
She even went as far as buying me a set of speakers
when my other ones blew up. She'd fall asleep at
night to the sound of me trying to write the worst
techno you've ever heard, not once telling me to turn
it down. I have no idea how she put up with me.

It was around this time that we went to Thailand.
We were meant to go for a month, but had to come
back after 3 weeks as we ran out of money. I
remember Lamb helping a stray dog who was obvi‐
ously very thirsty at the side of the road. She ran to a
shop and got four bottles of water, then sat next to it
and poured water down its throat. All the while Thai
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people were walking past giving her strange looks.
They view dogs pretty much like we view rats here.
We went and stayed on the island of Ko Lanta
for a week. I would just lay on the beach while Lamb
would go off snorkelling, looking at all the “little crit‐
ters” as she would put it. She loved that. Every time
we went to the beach all she wanted to do was go
critter hunting either in the shallow waters or on
the rocks.
“Ohhh! Look at this one!!!” I would often hear
coming from her direction.
She'd come back with a bucket full of all sorts of
little things. Of course she'd always put them back
where she found them, but she was just obsessed
with that ecosystem.

There where many times she would try to save
animals, even if there was no hope. One time when
we were living on the farm she called me up
from work.
“James.. can you do me a favour. I was late for
work so I couldn't stop, but just outside our driveway
I saw a bird on the road. It was still alive but looks
like it had been hit by a car. Can you go down and
grab it and put it in the bird cage in the garden?”
Lamb always had some makeshift bird cage. She
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would often take in injured birds, get them back to
health and then set them free.
I walked down to the end of the drive and started
looking around. I didn’t see a bird, however I did see
a long red patty like streak covered in feathers
stretching down the road. I just took a photo and sent
it to her.
“errr.. Lamb.. I think I found your bird?” I said.
She came back to me with “Oh...... is it still
alive?”
Lamb, always the optimist.
She was the person who always stopped for a lost
dog, or a cat that had been hit by a car. I remember a
number of occasions when she'd return home with a
lost dog.
I swear sometimes it was just on a walk and a
tiny bit out of sight of its owner. Lamb would be
there to scoop it up into the back of the car and zoom
away with it. Calling the owner later to tell them she
had found their 'lost' dog. But only after she had
done a quick check up on it first.
Millie, the dog we had together for many years
was often at the receiving end of Lamb's veterinary
interests. She was always clipping or brushing her. I
have a funny memory of Lamb brushing Millie’s
teeth with meat flavoured toothpaste, the dog wide
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eyed with its eyebrows all knotted in confusion as
Lamb vigorously brushed away.
She also had a knack for knowing if an animal
had a good nature or not.

One day when we were living on the farm we decided
we wanted a cat. Well. Heidi I think decided. It was left
to Lamb to go off and look around the rescue homes.
After a few weeks of searching she announced
that she thought she'd found the perfect cat.
“He’s so nice! You have to meet him!”
We all headed down to the rescue home and
were shown into a room that had two cats in it and
a sofa.
I sat there while this big fat ginger blob of a cat
slowly made his way over to me.
Lamb sitting beside me all giggly...
“Come on... come on!!” She'd say in a high
pitched voice, slapping her lap.
“He’s a bit big Lamb” I said
“Don’t worry I’ll put him on a diet”
“How old is he?” I asked
“About 12”
“12!?” I shouted out, “Will he make it back to
the house?”
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Anfield (the cat) slowly worked his way up the
side of the sofa and onto my lap, plonking himself
down and purring away while wiping his scent all
over me. Ewww. However within thirty seconds I
knew he was coming home with us. When Lamb
really found something cute she would always pull
the same face (check Koala photo). Wide eyed with a
big smile and she would put her front teeth over her
bottom lip. Even if it was just a furry pillow she
found in a shop. Same face. Usually accompanied by
her making a “aaaaahhhhhhaaaaaaa” sound.
Anfield was such a lovely cat. Just love radiating
from him. I looked up at Lamb. That big grin plas‐
tered across her face.
“Told you he was nice” she said.
“Ok... I'm in” I said back.
Surprisingly, Anfield is still with us.

Lamb was working at National Rail Enquiries in
Reading. I would often get her to do her phone voice
that she used at work.
“Hello National Rail Enquiries, Lara speaking
how may I help you?!” She would say in a posh
higher pitched voice.
I would always walk down with Millie to meet
her coming out of work, and we'd walk home
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together talking about what to do that night. It
always ended up being the same thing most of the
time. Voyager and a Chinese. She would always have
the stir fry vegetables and I would have crispy lamb
in plum sauce. Of course I always had to make the
same joke about “crispy lamb” and “plum sauce”
only to be met with Lamb rolling her eyes back
at me.
After National Rail Enquiries she got a job
working for a landscape gardener. She often spoke
about how much she loved that job and it’s respon‐
sible for her interest in gardening ever since. The
only thing that made her sad was that she found it
absolutely exhausting.
She could never seem to keep up with the other
people she was working with. Looking back, I can see
this was the first sign of takayasu's arteritis. She was
young, slim and (so we thought), healthy. There
shouldn't have been any reason why she couldn't
keep up.
I always remember she'd have difficulty keeping
up with me walking down the road. She'd always lag.
“You're walking too fast James!!” She'd shout
at me.
“No Lamb. You're walking too slow!” I'd
shout back.
I knew this to be true as she was the only person
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who couldn't keep up. Everyone else could walk at
my pace fine. But Lamb was always trailing. Of
course we all know why now. But back then I just
put it down to her being small. Little Lamb who can’t
keep up.
Over the years I learnt how to stop myself from
zooming off ahead of her, especially after we discov‐
ered her illness. I didn’t want her to feel like she
couldn’t do something. Sometimes I would forget
though, talking away to a Lamb that was 10 steps
behind me. I'd turn round and see her stopped, hand
up against a tree, breathing heavily. I'd hate myself
for that.

When I first met Lamb she wasn't into hot food, like,
at all. She didn’t even like pepper on her food, and
she'd have a go at me if she ever saw me using it.
Another food she'd never tried was sushi. Lamb was
a very meat and potatoes kind of girl. Nothing wrong
with that, but I was excited at the chance to broaden
her palette. We were over in Miami at the dance
music conference with our friends Nij and Mish. We
were talking about what to eat, and all the boys felt
like sushi. Lamb, however, was shaking her head “No... raw fish, no way. I don’t trust it.”
I asked if she'd ever had it,
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“nope... never have, never will”
After much back and forth and assuring her that
she wouldn't get food poisoning, she agreed to try it.
We went into the restaurant and got a table. I could
see she was still unsure but she got a glass of wine
and started to relax. The first of the dishes started to
come out, and she was sat there looking down at it. I
told her,
“Ok, just pick it up with your fingers and dip it
in the sauce, then eat it. Easy! Trust me it will be
fine, and if you don’t like it just spit it out.”
She picked up a piece, dipped it into the soy
sauce and slowly started to eat it. Her face went from
uncertainty to surprise.
“Oh my god!” She shouted, rice flying
everywhere.
She picked up another piece and shoved it into
her mouth.
“This is amazing!”
I felt relieved she liked it. Now we could enjoy
sushi together.
A few minutes later I looked up and Lamb's eyes
were wide open. It looked like she was in shock.
“You ok?” I asked.
“I don’t know... this one's really spicy! It’s getting
hotter!”
“which one did you eat?’’ I asked.
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“The green one”
She pointed to the side of the plate, where the
wasabi usually sits.
“Oh....no.... I think you’ve just eaten the ball of
wasabi Lamb!”
“What’s that?!” She shouted grabbing her drink
and trying her best to keep her cool.
I explained what it was. She had indeed eaten it.
However it didn’t put her off and after that night she
became a sushi lover and she and Heidi would often
go to Yo Sushi in Reading. Over the years we did
work on broadening her pallet, though she always
stuck to her ‘meat and potatoes’ cooking, something I
grew to love just as much as she grew to love
different foods. It was a nice mix.

As our relationship grew I started to spend more and
more time with Lamb's mum and dad. Sheila was
lovely, very outgoing and was always buzzing around
the place doing something for someone. She
reminded me very much of Lamb, a very caring soul.
At first I had no idea what she thought of me, but
over time we got to know each other. I liked her very
much and I hope she liked me. Gordon was different.
At first I found him standoffish. I wasn't sure how to
take him. Over time however, I did warm to him. He
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was a very straight forward guy but he had a very
odd sense of humour. One Christmas he gave me a
wooden lightbulb he had crafted himself. There was
a plaque attached to it that read:
“The light at the end of the tunnel”
He laughed as I stood there looking at it.
“You get it?” he said chuckling away, “it's the
light at the end of the tunnel! Do you understand
what I’m saying?”
“I get it Gordon... there's no light at the end of
the tunnel” I said back.
He stopped laughing and in a deadpan tone said,
“Exactly”.
Gordon and myself only ever had a few heart to
hearts over the years. I think deep down he was a
sweet guy, sadly though he was never good at letting
his softer side show. He locked it away.
The Barclay girls however, when you got them
all together and they had a few drinks inside them...
Well… keep your head down.

A family relative of the Barclays was getting married.
It was a very formal affair, a full on religious
wedding. Nothing wrong with that apart from they
go on for a long, long time. I think it was two hours in
all. By the time we hit the reception Lamb was ready
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for a drink. At the time I didn't drink, so I just sat
there as I watched Lamb knock back the wine. I
remember we were put on a table with two old ladies
and man in his mid fifties who was a chef. We all
introduced ourselves and I have to say we couldn't
have been put with a more fun group. The little old
ladies had us in stitches
“so what’s your relation to the bride and groom?”
I asked, just trying to be polite and formal.
“I don’t fucking know, I was just told to be here!
I’m not sure I know these people at all! Free drinks
though, so, you know!”
For the next hour we all sat round, joking about
and laughing. At one point the groom walked over to
the stage and tapped the mic
“ehhumm. Hello, I just want to thank everyone
for coming today” he said, going on to talk about the
love he has for his newlywed wife.
He then walked over to a keyboard that was set
up on the stage and sat himself behind it.
“This one's for you my love” he said into the mic
with a deep loving tone. One of the old ladies rolled
her eyes,
“Oh for fuck's sake here we go” she said under
her breath.
The whole table fell apart. Lamb did her out of
breath laugh thing with wine spraying from her
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nostrils. For the next three minutes we were all just a
mess of jiggling shoulders and muted wheezing
laughs as this poor guy did his rendition of “Every‐
thing I do I do for you” by Bryan Adams. As the meal
ended the older guy that was sat with us stood up,
chewing his last mouthful of food.
“Well that's me done. See you all in the next life”
he said as he threw his napkin down on the table and
walked straight out the door.
What a hero, I remember thinking.
A few drinks later, once the party had started, I
ended up on a table with three drunk Barclay girls.
Sheila, Kathryn and Lamb. While I'd spent some
time with the family by this point, we were still very
much in the formalities phase of the relationship.
The formalities, however, were about to be thrown
out the window. I can’t go into detail about what the
three of them were discussing as I know for a fact
that they wouldn't want anyone to know, but let’s
just say it was not PG at all. I'd found Sheila up until
this point to be a very nice church going lady - very
polite and watched her P’s and Q's - but tonight this
was not the case. All three laughing and giggling as
the conversation turned more XXX rated. Me just sat
there, sober, jaw hitting the floor not knowing what
to say. I ended up just having to go with it. We had a
good laugh that night and I’m happy we had at least
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one evening where formalities were completely
dropped. I was allowed to see the underbelly and it
was great fun.
I learnt one thing that night, don’t get those three
together with unlimited alcohol!

Lamb had a few stages of being drunk.
We had “happy merry” Lamb, My favourite.
We had “drunk Lamb” Lamb.
And then we had “Oh no.. shes gone” Lamb.
When she'd had a drink her shyness would drop
a bit and she could be herself around people she
didn’t know. She was fun. However if she got past
that stage, things could start to go a little pearshaped. Like the time she opened her seventh or
eighth can of beer upside down in front of the
Prodigy lads. They all stood there watching as she let
the beer just empty all over the floor, laughing away
to herself. I think in her drunken state she was trying
to figure out why her feet were getting wet. Liam
turned to me and said
“Is she really drunk or just rock and roll?”
“A bit of both” I said back.
Then we had “The train has left the
station” drunk Lamb.
When we moved out to LA, a friend was over on
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holiday and we went to meet them at an outside bar
on Sunset. All was fine and Lamb ordered her usual
gin and tonic. She worked her way to her fourth
drink over the course of a few hours. I suddenly
noticed she'd started to do that swaying back and
forth drunk Lamb thing.
“Lamb you ok?” I asked
“I think I’m really drunk?! But I’ve only had four
gin and tonics.. I shouldn't be this drunk!”
I realised I'd forgotten to tell her that a standard
shot in the US is what we'd call a triple in the UK.
She'd been drinking at her UK rate. It was time for
her to go home. I booked an Uber for us and started
to gather our stuff. By the time the Uber arrived
Lamb was in full 'wall bouncing' mode. This was
not good.
“Ok babes, let’s go” I said as she bolted off in the
opposite direction to where the Uber was parked.
“Lamb!” I shouted as she went happily bouncing
off down the road.. I ran after her.
“Lamb! Wrong way! The Uber’s this way!” I
quickly caught up with her and grabbed her by
the arm.
“Fuck off!! You can’t tell me what to do!!” She
shouted back at me, pulling her arm from my grasp
and carrying on down the road.
Myself and Heidi ran after her.
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“No mummy.. you're going the wrong way!”
Heidi laughed.
She slows down and I see the reality of what’s
being said to her slowly start to filter in.
It took some convincing that the Uber was the
other way up the street, but she finally understood.
Lamb spent the rest of the night being sick down
the toilet.
I never liked her being sick. I remember one of
the doctors saying to us one time after her haemor‐
rhage “Don’t push too hard when you have a poo
from now on. Oh and watch out when you're
being sick”.
I'd always keep an eye on her when she got to
this state. Not just to keep her hair out of the toilet,
but also to watch for any disconcerting signs.

There were a few phobias I got after Lamb had her
brain haemorrhage. Not being able to get hold of her
was a big one. If I called her and she didn't pick up,
panic would set in, to the point that sometimes I
would leave a session and run back to the house to
make sure she was ok. Burst through the door to find
her sat watching some tv show, crocheting.
“Oh hello!” She would say.
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“Why aren’t you picking up your phone?!” I
would ask in a panicked state.
“ohh... I think it’s in my bag..” or (as happened
most times) we'd find it in her pocket set to silent.
“I don’t know why you have a phone if you set it
to silent” I'd mumble under my breath as I walked
back out the door. She always promised to make sure
it was on, but of course she never did and a few
weeks later I would find myself rushing home again.

All in all we lived at Mason street for about six years.
Over the years people moved in and moved out. We
made some good friends there. We were young and
carefree. We'd go off to places together now and then
on our own or with friends. We went to a lot of
parties together and we'd also put on our night at the
After Dark. Reading felt like it had a real identity
back then, there was a real community spirit. I don't
think I know anyone now that still lives there. Looks
like the saying is true. After you get past a certain
age, you can never really go home.

HANNA

I first met Lamb just over twenty years ago
through my now husband Tony. She instantly struck
me as a nice and friendly, easy-going person. We
would quite often bump into each other at parties she would always stop by to say hello and we would
have a brief talk.
But it wasn’t until our friend Linda brought
Lamb over to our place one evening when we sort of
clicked and became closer. Linda had this idea - she
thought me and Lamb should hang out a bit more
and get to know each other better - she thought we’d
get on well. (Clever Linda:)
I recall that evening quite clearly, we had some
food and a few drinks and started talking, Lamb was
a bit shy to start with but soon relaxed and we all had
a laugh. And I remember thinking - I like this
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Lamb...Yeah, I’ll be friends with Lamb. And the rest,
as they say, is history.
From then on we started visiting each other regu‐
larly - I would go to her place or she’d come to ours,
we’d have a drink or two (sometimes a few more than
that), we’d go out clubbing, we’d go to pubs to meet
other friends and generally just do the thing that
friends do - spend time together.
A few years later Tony and I moved away from
Reading, and although we couldn’t be together as
often as we used to, we kept in touch and visited
each other from time to time.
Then our children came along - Anja, Heidi and
Lenny - and a new chapter in our lives began. We
both thought having children was the best thing that
ever happened to us.
The memories we made as parents with our chil‐
dren are the ones I’m going to cherish the most - kids
birthday parties, sleepovers, discussing the latest
Disney movies and laughing at how they always
make us cry. I’m going to miss this!
There are so many things I’m going to miss
about Lamb:
I’m going to miss her confusing autocorrected
text messages, having to go to my husband and asking
him to decode them.
I’m going to miss her interrupting me half-way
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through my sentence (she’d quite often do that if she
got bored of me talking too much).
I’m going to miss her down-to-earth, matter-offact answers to deep philosophical questions.
I’m going to miss her standing by the door getting
ready to leave, asking for a kiss and a hug but not
actually saying it.
But above all, my family and I are going to miss
having Lamb around, talking to us about gardening,
laughing with us, having dinner with us, just being
with us.
We are grateful for having had the opportunity
to be friends with such a funny, warm and unique
person and are glad to have been a part of her life.

And although we are no longer able to enjoy each
other’s company directly, the memories we’ve made
will stay with us forever.

WENSLEY ROAD

One night at Mason Street Lamb dropped a whole
plate of spaghetti bolognese onto the bedroom
carpet. She ran into the kitchen, returning with a tub
of hot water and sponge. After clearing away the
bulk of the food she started work on the stain. I
wasn't taking much notice, watching TV, but after a
minute or so she said,
“Err… James”
“Yeah?” I said, not taking my eyes off the TV,
“Em… I don't think this carpet's brown?”
she said.
I looked over at her, on her knees, yellow plastic
washing up gloves on and a look of disgust plastered
across her face. I looked down to where she'd been
scrubbing. It was light beige. Not dark brown.
“Look at the water in the tub!” she said.
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I looked over at it. It was black. Like, jet black.
This was the last straw for her. She'd had enough
of living in a place this dirty. We even had a hole in
the kitchen ceiling from where the shower used it be.
A big, wide gaping hole that led into the bathroom. If
you were sat in the kitchen and someone went for a
number 2 you could hear and, well... smell every‐
thing. Not the best thing when you're trying to cook
dinner.

She moved out and got a room in Wensley Road with
Dan, Dane and Fi. We knew them all from the
Reading party scene. Dan is still to this day one of
my closest friends, a super guy with a heart of gold.
Dane and Fi are still great friends too, a very sweet
couple who now have a lovely house up in Scotland
together. Again, Lamb always had a knack for
picking the good ones. I stayed at Mason Street as I
didn't mind that the place was falling apart (plus the
rent was only £190 a month!), but after a while I
ended up moving to Wensley Road with her. Living
there was great fun, we loved it. We all got along and
there was a good energy in that house. We'd often
drink late into the night playing monkey ball tennis.
Dane would always beat everyone. We'd go out on
the town together, to the Purple Turtle or the After
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Dark club on 80s night, however we were starting to
get to the age where being at home was a little bit
more fun than stumbling out of the Turtle at 2am in
the morning.

Around this time Sheila had started to become
unwell. Lamb seemed to think that she knew she
didn't have long left. She took Lamb and Kathryn
over to Australia to visit relatives. Sheila was very
much like Lamb when it came to illness. She wanted
to keep it to herself and would downplay everything.
When I look back now, I can see where Lamb got her
strength from. Sheila, while a small, polite (most of
the time!) lady, underneath she was strong to the
core. After they got back from Australia, Sheila
started making lots of overnight visits to a hospital in
Birmingham. At the time Takayasu's Arteritis was
hardly known about. But pretty much the same thing
was happening to Sheila as what would happen to
Lamb years later. We started going up to Birm‐
ingham to visit her, staying in the family block
overnight. I remember speaking with her maybe a
week or so before she passed. I was still convinced
that this was just a minor thing, that she'd be back
home in no time. She was a lot smarter than me
though.
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“Make sure you look after her for me” she said
from her bed one day.
“What are you talking about? Come on Sheila...
You'll be fine, they'll have you fixed up in no time” I
replied, and at that moment I believed that would be
the case.
Lamb and I would get back to the family block
and talk, I'd try my best to reassure her that it would
be fine. But she also knew her mum's body wasn't in
a good place. Sheila passed a few weeks later, her
two daughters by her side. Lamb would often talk
about that night; she knew the moment Sheila had
passed. She said her face changed. It was no longer
her mum, her mum had gone and all that was left
was the body. This was one of the reasons why after
my father died and they asked me if I wanted to see
him, I declined. I remembered what Lamb had said.
The last time I saw him he was laughing. He was
alive. What's left over after they pass on is not the
person you knew. For Sheila's funeral Lamb asked if
I could edit together all the family videos for her so
that they could play them at her wake. She got hold
of them and we started transferring all the footage
onto the computer so I could edit them. Gordon was
always the one holding the camera in the videos. We
sat there watching them. We suddenly noticed how
bad Gordon's camera work was.
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“Why is he filming that!?” Lamb would say as
Gordon would take a long, and I mean long slow
panning shots of scenery.
Once we got a video camera of our own however,
I'd watch Lamb's videos back. Looonnnggg
sllooooowwww panning shots of scenery. She had
her dad's eye for camera work for sure.

We loved living at Wensley Road and myself and
Lamb would often talk about how much we loved it,
even years after we moved out. It was a good place
and a fun, happy time.

DAISY

My time with Lamb
I first met Lamb over 20 years ago when James
and I were running techno nights in Reading. James
had asked me to go meet a prospective DJ who
happened to be at Lamb’s place.
They were all in her bedroom recovering from a
free party they had been to. Lamb didn’t say very
much, she was tucked away in the corner but I
instantly knew she had taken a liking to James. Her
face lit up.
James and I did a couple of techno nights and
Lamb soon became a regular. If somebody asked me
what my first impressions were of her, I would reply
with “a small, quirky kind of person with dreads, a
Shaun the Sheep backpack who seemed to be
constantly rolling a cigarette” Even writing this now
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makes me smile. That bloody Shaun the Sheep back‐
pack went everywhere with her.
I didn’t think she liked me very much when I
first met her but learned over the years that she was
incredibly shy and very unsure of herself which
made her appear a bit “off” when she met new
people. The inevitable happened. Lamb and James
got together and our friendship grew.
Lamb supported me and saved the day many
times during our friendship. We worked together,
she supported me through grief, a breakdown, we
carried our babies at the same time and shared some
really precious moments with our kids. She was the
most gentle, caring, non-judgemental person I had
the privilege of knowing and if there is a heaven, her
angel wings would be the most beautiful things. She
has done so much good during her lifetime and there
isn’t a day that goes by that I don’t think about her.
I am so thankful that I met her, we shared some
really fun times and laughed a lot.

SHILLING CLOSE

Lamb decided she wanted to get a place of her
own. She was in her late twenties and thought she
was too old to be living with mates. I also think we'd
talked lightly about starting a family, but at this
point it wasn't a serious option and I think she knew
that we needed a few things in place before we gave
it any real thought. She found a one bedroom flat in
Tilehurst. A nice place, small, but it fit us two fine.
It was during this time that we split up for three
months, and I moved up to London. I had a feeling
that we were maybe just a fling that had gone on too
long. We didn’t fall out or anything, things were
just... slow. We'd been together for ten years by this
point! Looking back I think I saw that she wanted to
settle down and I was having cold feet. There were
things I still wanted to do and settling down wasn't
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one of them. However, I instantly regretted my
decision. I missed her so much. I kept thinking to
myself
“this will pass”, but it didn’t.
We weren’t just boyfriend and girlfriend by this
point, we were best friends. We were strongly inter‐
twined with each other and I wasn't myself without
her. Lamb was always, and will always be, a part of
my life, no matter what or who comes along. She is
part of me. I was in Reading visiting Dan and I called
her and asked would it be ok to pop round and take
Millie out for a walk. Of course, that wasn't the real
reason I wanted to come over though. I went round
and never left.

We started trying for a baby. However, things didn’t
go well. We did everything right, looking on the
internet for advice and tips, but nothing seemed to
be working. We were getting to the point where we
thought we were just incompatible. Maybe our genes
just don’t mix. Maybe we're somehow allergic to
each other. Maybe... it just wasn't meant to be.
It got to the point where both of us forgot we
were even trying! Maybe a year later I was staying at
a house we had rented out to make the first DIOYY
album in Wokingham. I was sat there with Dan
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working away when my phone rang, Lamb's name
flashing up on the screen.
“Hello?” I said.
“James!! I’m pregnant!!!” She shouted.
This was something Lamb used to do. If there
was something important she needed to tell you
there was no lead up, no breaking you in slowly, no
“you may need to sit down”; it was fast and to the
point. She'd been at home and had noticed a few
things going on with her body. I'd noted them too.
She had seemed to fill out over the last few weeks
and I remember saying to her that one of her breasts
had gotten bigger then the other. I was telling her to
go and see a doctor, but I think she knew more about
what was going on than I did. She thought it was a
long shot but she went down the shops, got a test and
gave it a try. Hours later she was sat there with her
dinner and a glass of wine thinking about bed. “Oh I
did that test!” she thought to herself. She'd
completely forgotten about it. She walked into the
bathroom and picked it up. “Oh! Two lines??
Wait??? That’s not right? It should be one line for
not pregnant...” she told me she was so convinced
that it would be one line that she thought the test had
gone wrong. Off she went back down the shops to
pick up another test. Again she tested herself. She
went back and checked again. Lamb was pregnant.
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She immediately threw her remaining wine down
the sink and her roll ups in the bin, then called me.
Lamb had a difficult pregnancy, suffering badly
with pre-eclampsia. At one point her legs swelled up
like tree trunks. In her case though she had the
added bonus of very high blood pressure. The
doctors were a bit concerned but just thought it was
maybe linked to her pre-eclampsia somehow.

Lamb was the one who found the name Heidi. She'd
got her name list down to the top ten. Through the
phone she rattled off the list to me. Julie, Clare, Lucy,
Heidi, Jill “Hold on... Heidi??” I said.
“Yyeeeaaahhh?” She said back, I could tell she
was smiling on the other end of the phone just by the
tone of her voice.
“That’s a nice name... Heidi... do you like that
name?” I said,
“Yyyyyeeeeaaaahhh” she said again, the same
tone in her voice.
It was the top of her list, but she didn't want to
start with it, she wanted to slip it in half way down,
just to see if I reacted. We settled on the name there
and then and never once had second thoughts.
Lamb told me about a dream she had while preg‐
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nant. “I met Heidi last night in my dream’’ she told
me one day.
“She’s blond and has blue eyes. She had a little
bob hair cut. We just talked, it was like I was being
interviewed for a job! She grilled me. She’s very cute
though”.
Years later in the height of summer we were sat
in the garden on the farm, watching Heidi bounce
up and down on the trampoline. I reminded her
about the dream.
“Is that the girl you met in your dream?”
I asked.
“Yeah” she said smiling, her eyes fixed on Heidi,
“that’s her”.

I was at a show in London when Lamb went for a
check up at the hospital. She was eight months preg‐
nant. She called me at the show,
“James. They want to keep me in overnight,
they're worried about my blood pressure. I’ll be out
in the morning, ok?”,
“Sure thing” I said back.
The next morning I wake up to my phone ring‐
ing. It's Lamb.
“Hi, look they want to keep me in for another
day to monitor my BP. Do you think you could grab
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me some clean underwear, toothbrush, etc, and bring
it down?”,
“Sure, I’ll be there in an hour”.
I get out of bed, flip the kettle on and start to
gather a few of her bits together. Five minutes later
the phone rings again. It’s Lamb.
“Hello??!?!” She shouts, “they're taking
her out!!”,
“who??” I respond.
“HEIDI!! They're taking her out!”,
“wait.. what???! When!?” I ask.
“Now!!! They're taking her out now!! Get
down here!!!”
I hang up and call a cab company as fast as I can.
He shows up and I jump in. I tell him what’s going
on and he tells me to buckle up. Next thing we're
driving 50mph down side roads to miss all the traffic.
He gets me there in five minutes flat. I go to pay and
he just waves me out.
“It’s on me! Good luck!!”
I burst into Lamb's room to be met by about ten
people all stood in scrubs
“That him?” one of them asks Lamb,
“Yeah that’s him”.
They throw some scrubs at me and tell me to
“change now!!!” I start to to undress in a panic as
they wheel Lamb out of the room. It was all really
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fast, a blur. I got into the operating theatre. I
remember the worried and nervous looks all the
doctors were giving each other. What I didn't know
then but I know now was that Heidi's heart beat had
become almost undetectable. They were worried we
were about to have a stillborn. As they cut Lamb
open my focus was completely on her. I was sat right
next to her holding her hand. She was, of course, as
cool as a cucumber.
“Ohhh... this is weird? I can feel them doing stuff
but it doesn’t hurt?! Cool!!”.
“Here's your baby” the doctor said, holding this
tiny little blue thing in his hand.
There were no sounds coming from her. The
nurse immediately grabbed her and whisked her
away. With a few slaps to the bum, Heidi burst into
tears. She had arrived. The nurse just plonked her
onto Lamb's chest. Lamb inspected her with her
eyes, she didn’t burst into tears or anything, she just
started methodically counting her fingers, picking
bits of flesh of her forehead. Very much how you see
animals treat a newborn in the wild. I however was a
mess. One of the reasons myself and Lamb didn't get
married until twenty one years into our relationship
is because, well, we felt that we'd already had the
ultimate testament to our relationship. We'd made a
new life together. We'd created something that
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contained both of us. Nothing beats that. Not a piece
of paper, not a ring, no amount of approval from a
church. Nothing would top what she had there
laying on her chest - a helpless little Heidi – and if
we hadn't moved to LA I don’t think we would've
ever got married. We were happy just being a couple
with a daughter.
We brought Heidi home. We put her on the bed,
just looking at each other. What now? For the next
few weeks we'd take turns jumping out of bed in the
middle of the night to put a mirror under Heidi's
nose to check she was still breathing. At the time we
thought we were just being overly paranoid, but later
found out that this is a normal practice for new
parents.

For the next few years I watched Lamb be the best
mother she could be. She was a great mum. She
didn’t want to feed Heidi baby food from a jar, so
she'd make it all herself, boil down apples into a
mush and then put them into ice cube trays and put
them In the freezer. I really do think she was happy
at this point, she seemed to really take to it. I'd taken
back seat to Lamb's attention and affection, some‐
thing I was fine with; I was just happy to see Lamb
enjoying being a mum.
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At night if Heidi was restless Lamb would take her
out for a drive, sometimes even in the middle of the
night. The rocking motion of the car would send her
off to sleep; Lamb sat in the front doing laps around
the block. Heidi also loved the wind. Every time it
was strong Lamb would take her outside and they
would just stand there as it would swell around
them. I watched from the window one time and I
could see that Lamb was freezing, Heidi held in her
arms laughing away with every gust that blew into
her face. I opened the window and shouted down
to her
“Come in Lamb, its freezing!”
“I’m ok!” she shouted back, trembling in the
bitter cold, “Heidi's enjoying it!”

In 2011 my dad passed. That was a tough one.
While my dad hadn't been the perfect father (He
battled with bipolar all his life, only being diagnosed
in his 50’s) he had been a perfect friend. I was very
close to him.
Ceri and Amy were living on the farm at the
time. We both knew pretty much that we needed to
move there to be with them. We could be company
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for them, we could help with the rent and take some
financial pressure off Ceri. It all seemed like the right
idea. Plus, Heidi had just turned four and she was
outgrowing the poky one bedroom flat we had in
Tilehurst.
We spoke to Ceri about it and it turns out she
was thinking the same thing.
We moved in.

OPENING WORDS & THOUGHTS ON
LIFE AND DEATH

Welcome everyone and thank you all for coming.
My name is Harriet, and I am a member of
Humanist UK’s team of celebrants. We are all here
today to celebrate the life of Lara with a Humanist
funeral, which is something she had requested before
she passed away.
The world is a human community and Lara, or
Lamb as many of you knew her as, has been part of
that community. Recognising and celebrating the
important moments of the one life that we have on
this earth is at the heart of a Humanist ceremony –
caring about the life and death of others is innately
human. Lara’s husband James, daughter Heidi and
sister Kathryn hope that you will all feel part of this
Humanist ceremony today – I know that some of you
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have travelled quite a distance to be here and you are
all welcome.
Although I never met Lara, I have been able to
speak to James and Kathryn and hear reflections
from many of her friends. We are here today to pay
our last respects and bid farewell to this much-loved
lady. You are all here to remember and pay tribute to
her life and, in your own way, express your love
for her.
In this ceremony here we will remember Lara by
recalling her life stories and loves. Throughout the
ceremony, you will all have the opportunity to
consider your own memories of Lamb and your own
relationship with her. After we have remembered
her life there will be a period of quiet for you to all
reflect, (and for those of a religious faith, to say a
prayer).
All that has life has its beginning and its end.
Humanists believe that life exists in the time span
between birth and death, and life’s significance lies
in the experiences and satisfactions we achieve in
that span of time. Those of us who accept the
completeness of the natural order and believe that to
die means the end of conscious personality, look
death in the face with honesty, with dignity and
with calm.
Losing a mother, partner, sister, aunt or friend is
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very hard. But the beauty of human relationships is
that, even after death, people live on through and in
others. Lara had Heidi who shares some of her char‐
acter traits, from the way of sleeping to the stoic and
clear-thinking manner in which life challenges are
met head-on.
Lara Jo-Anne Barclay was described to me as a
caring, creative, shy, stoic, genuine, gentle and some‐
times quirky person. She was a huge animal-lover
and said many times that she sometimes preferred, or
at least understood, animals better than humans! She
loved dancing and music – from old skool dance to
the hardest techno – and was keen that you all are
going to have a good party here today.
Born at the Royal Berkshire Hospital on the 29th
April 1975, Lara Jo-Anne lived with her sister,
Kathryn, and parents, Sheila and Gordon, in
Reading – first in Edghill Street and then in Tuxford
Mews. Described as a tiny, short and shy little thing
(she’d only been a 5lb 6oz baby), she first went to a
local nursery school but for weeks and weeks
wouldn’t even answer her name. Lara’s sister
Kathryn remembers the day she did finally answer
her name, apparently everyone clapped and her
mum was very happy! She went to St Michael’s
Primary School and then moved on to Prospect
Secondary School.
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Kathryn remembers their childhood home being
full of animals – Suzy and Sally the cats who lived
with them until their teenage years, then following
cats were Smurfy, Jeremy and then George. They
had multiple goldfish, mice and hamsters and a
rabbit called Fluffy. The girls badgered their parents
for a dog and eventually ‘Ferry’ – at least this was the
rescue name he was given which didn’t get changed
at first because no-one could agree on an alternative,
but actually when Lara later moved out she took
Ferry with her and changed his name to Dingo (the
name she’d advocated all along!). The girls also
wanted a horse and to learn to ride, but they didn’t
get their way on that one!
Kathryn remembers when they lived in Tuxford
Mews, they mostly played with Ian, who lived 2
doors down and Barry and Philip, who lived oppo‐
site. The garage doors on their houses were often left
open all day, so were utilised as a multitude of loca‐
tions for their games, includingschools, hospitals, and
spaceships. One of the games most frequently played
was ‘Buck Rogers in the 25th Century’, which they
all watched every Tuesday evening, on BBC2. Ian
almost always got the coveted role of Buck, as he was
the oldest boy. Lara and Kathryn argued about who
would get to be Wilma (but Kathryn mostly won).
The rest of the gang had to make do with lesser roles,
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Lara ended up as Twiki the ‘biddi, biddi, biddi’
robot. Both girls swam and were part of a Reading
Swimming club and synchronised swimming group,
they enjoyed riding their bikes (Lara had an actual
BMX) and playing on the ‘Faraway tree’ in the
nearby field. Lara loved tinkering on the piano, much
to her dad’s annoyance. Although Lara didn’t read
music, she could teach herself to play tunes by metic‐
ulously picking out the notes, one at a time. Happy
childhood holidays were often spent in Ireland at
their grandparents and uncle and aunt’s houses –
(their Gran and aunt Patricia living five doors away
from each other on Chestnut Grove, Blackrock)
At primary school Lara had her first boyfriend,
Christian, who said that they married a number of
times between 1984 and 1986 between the ages of 8
and 9. Lara started primary school with My-Anh, a
girl who had just arrived from Vietnam and spoke no
English but they became best friends. Lara had her
own sense of style from an early age – as a young girl
she loved the colour light pink and wore it all the
time – especially her pink knickerbockers to her
knees. She also went through a stage of tucking all
her clothes in, particularly her shirts into her pants
which Kathryn teased her for, but Lara ignored
because thought she looked great! At secondary
school she and her friend Mel had big 80s fringes,
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made tall by a tonne of hairspray and which her
mum her used to call a ‘bird’s nest’. I’m sure you will
all be able to remember an outfit, hairstyle or image
of Lara’s as you remember her today.
It was about the time that Lara left home to
attend college in Henley to train to be a veterinary
nurse, this is when Kathryn vaguely remembers that
Lara properly became Lamb. Their mum would
occasionally call her Larry or Larry Lamb, and so did
her friends. James thinks this is because she was
small and full of energy and would bounce around
like a lamb – she had a Lamb rucksack and was
bought various Lamb-related things! Lamb became
so entrenched that it is quite possible that some of
you here will find it strange when she gets referred to
as Lara today!
Lara’s love of animals and desire to rescue and
care for animals stayed with her all her life. James
told me about her real sense of an animal’s personal‐
ity, and it is no coincidence that their rescue pets
have had beautiful personalities. Recently she
nurtured a tiny baby sparrow that appeared on the
doorstep, unwanted by its parent because it had a
dodgy leg! A month or so before Lara passed, James
showed her how to edit the videos she had made of
the very long and dedicated process of hand-rearing
a tiny bird back to health. Those here that have also
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seen this video, will no doubt have been moved by its
content but also by the way it captures Lamb, this
wonderful, determined and caring soul behind the
camera, behind the scenes, behind the words...
Lamb was quietly creative, having enjoyed art at
school, she continued to crotchet and would spend
many, many months working on a blanket and would
then give it away to a visiting friend. She loved
gardening and growing things, always proud of her
crops however small, and encouraging others to do
the same! Although she was shy (so much so that
James said sometimes people mistook this for rude‐
ness), once you became a friend she would entirely
have your back and tell you things honestly. Occa‐
sionally she was annoyed at herself for her shyness
and how difficult she found meeting new people for
the first time, and some will relate to this. But she
loved her dancing, partying, music and drinking,
possibly her happiest times were out raving in the
mid ‘90s – but she also enjoyed staying in to watch a
movie with a gin and tonic. Although her diagnosis
and illness made her more careful, she also wanted to
strike a balance and still enjoy herself – her words
were, ‘I’m not going to live like a monk’! Maria told
me about their amazing music-festival fuelled adven‐
tures – from breaking into Glastonbury in the mid
‘90s with nothing but a spare jumper, to selling
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everything they owned to buy a campervan and drive
around Europe for a couple of months following the
festival circuit in 1997 – crossing border stop points
with ‘washing lines’ of laundered knickers strung
around the van and breaking down on an East
German garage forecourt for a week.
It was in JW’s in Reading in1997 that James,
who was DJ-ing at the time, first met ‘a little hippy
chick with little bunches, dreadlocks and a lamb
rucksack’. Because they were both shy, it took a while
to get talking, but they were to become the best of
friends and partners. They lived together on Oxford
road for the first seven years, where for a time they
were massively into Star Trek Voyager and many
evenings involved getting a Chinese and watching a
newly rented Startrek video. Around 2002, an enor‐
mous box arrived and James phoned up Lamb asking
what on earth it was, ‘ahh, she said, open it’ and he
did... all the Startrek Voyager videos they could ever
need courtesy of Ebay, their big plastic comfort
blanket!
Together James and Lamb shared enjoyed their
home comforts, their love of music, partying and they
got to travel all over the world together. Kathryn said
that Lara and James always seemed so very well
suited to each other, both lovely people. In 2007
Lamb called James up to tell him she was pregnant,
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this was typical of how she delivered news (no
waiting for it to be in person), and so the Heidi
adventure began and two became three.
Everyone will have so many different memories
of Lara or Lamb and your time with her. She may
have influenced you, you may have influenced her.
Heidi may think about the recent walks that her and
her mum took around LA together in the afternoons,
you may remember something she said once that
stayed with you, or you might have one of her blan‐
kets or plants! I now invite Hana to share her
memories.
Until the end, Lara remained as active as she
could be and determined to live life. Although
Takayasu's arteritis was diagnosed some years ago,
Lara didn’t know that the end was just around the
corner, but in some ways, she was prepared. James
wants everyone to know that she was at peace those
last few days. He knew that Lara was stronger than
him, but during those final days she showed everyone
how truly immense her stoic, quiet strength actually
was... and she was not scared. James and Heidi want
to thank all the wonderful nurses, doctors and staff
who took care of her at the end, some of whom wrote
kind letters explaining the positive impact Lara had
had all around her.
It is at this point that we are going to have a
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moment of quiet to reflect upon Lara and the memo‐
ries we have of her. Any of you who have a religious
faith might like to use these moments for your own
private prayer. We are going to listen to a piece that
Lara loved and wanted played, Somewhere only We
know by Keane.
REFLECTION (Somewhere only we know)
CLOSING WORDS
We are coming to the end of this ceremony.
When we are emotionally involved in the lives of
other people we will grieve at our loss. Grief is an
inevitable part of the life of any human being. When
we form partnerships with others, we invite the
possibility of grief; when we have children we invite
the possibility of grief. Life means grief and love
means grief - in time. To facilitate grief’s work (and it
is work) there may be tears. Tears are not a sign of
weakness. And there will be talk. Talk about Lara’s
life and talk about her death. This helps in accepting
the reality of her death and the sadness it brings.
We have been remembering with love and appre‐
ciation a life that has ended. In this ceremony you
have all had the opportunity to remember Lara JoAnne Barclay and her life adventures, and to say
goodbye. You will now each return to living your
own lives enriched by these memories. I hope you
have derived some comfort from gathering here
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today and sharing your thoughts and sadness. On
behalf of James, I would like to thank you for joining
us to celebrate Lamb’s life, and for all the support
and sympathy that you have given over the
last weeks.
Following the service, you are all invited to carry
on sharing memories with food and drink. Everyone
is invited to first stay here for a drink, then head up
to Lamb’s local, the Red Lion, and then on to the
farm (where James, Lara and Heidi used to live). We
end Lamb’s second music choice for today, and some‐
thing that reflects her own values, dreams and ideals.
Thank you.
EXIT: Imagine by John Lennon

LAMB’S CARJACKING STORY

While going through some papers after Lambs
passing, I came across a story she had handwritten
out. By the looks of it she was starting to write down
some memories. She had written down a list of
things she wanted to cover. But sadly this was the
only one she got round to. So here it is. In her own
handwriting. The Carjacking story.

KNAPPSWOOD FARM

I think it’s safe to say, and on behalf of Lamb, that
we had some of the happiest times of our lives living
on the farm with Ceri and Amy. While this was the
place where Lamb's illness started to show itself, we
also became a tight family unit. Heidi did most of her
growing up there, and there was a great community
atmosphere in the village. We used to have themed
parties a lot. 80s parties. Mexican hobbit parties. We
even had a beach party where Ceri ordered a quarter
ton of sand to turn the patio into our very own
Caribbean paradise. We had fun and it was easy. I
wish you could be told that you're living in the good
old days, while you're living in the good old days.
I think that after the loss of my dad - who was
such a big character in all our lives - we all pulled
together to fill the gap he had left and on some levels,
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we succeeded. We loved living there. I remember
moments talking with Lamb about it. Thing is with
lamb, the best you're ever going to get out of her is
“Yeah it’s alright”.
You could take her to see the best movie, or eat at
the best restaurants where the food was cooked by
master chefs. All you're going to get when you ask
what she thought is
“Yeah... not bad”.
She would never commit.
On the other hand when I'd ask how she felt
about living on the farm, she would always say
“Yeah..I like it here”.
The house was a bit run down, and she didn’t
like the landlord that much, but overall I think she
was happy there. She'd made some good friends in
the village, Katie, Sarah Salmon and Sarah Napper,
Caroline, Penny and Sue, and of course, she loved
Ceri very much.

One day Heidi decided that she wanted to record a
song with me. I wasn't that busy so I got her into the
studio and let her rip. She picked everything. The
drum loop, the bass sound, I played her some chord
progressions and she picked the one she wanted. The
whole thing. She started to sing a melody about
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dolphins, so I got her behind the mic and she gave it
everything. She was really into Katy Perry at the
time and would sit for hours on the kitchen floor
watching her videos. I'd catch her in her room reenacting them, flinging her arms around and giving
the same amount of passion Katy would give in her
videos. When we recorded her vocals for her song,
this all came out. There she was, six year old Heidi,
standing on a chair to reach the mic, eyes closed and
singing her heart out like she was performing at the
Grammies.
The track itself turned out a lot better than I
even expected; it was even better than some of the
stuff I'd written over the years! Lamb had been out
this whole time shopping in Reading. She walks back
through the door. Heidi runs up to her and drags her
into the studio.
“DADDY PLAY MUMMY MY SONG!!” she
shouts. Lamb looking all surprised.
I hit play. Ten seconds after Heidi started
singing, Lamb was in tears. I’m not sure Heidi under‐
stood why her mum would be crying at hearing her
voice blasting out of the speakers... but it was a lovely
moment. She was so proud of her.

Lamb had got into home brewing her own
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wine……..yeah.….…not the best idea in the world. But
she enjoyed it. She went out and got all the bits
needed and, as with anything she took on, went in
head first. She'd make raspberry and strawberry
batches and the first few weren't too bad. They
tasted ok, but they had no real kick to them. After the
second batch she decided she wanted the alcohol
content to be higher. She looked online and started
“tweaking” the measurements of the sugar and yeast.
I think we can all see where this is heading. Linda
came round for an overnight stay. Lamb wasn't sure
whether her wine would be ready to drink. It still
had about 2 weeks left in its fermenting process. She
decided that it was too early and went down the
shops to buy a few bottles. Linda showed up, also
with a bottle. We all sat round the kitchen table
drinking and chatting, each with our own bottle of
wine. By about one in the morning Lamb was
starting to flag. She decided to cash in her chips and
get the hell out of dodge. A smart move. Sadly,
myself and Linda weren't that smart.
“We could open a bottle of Lamb's wine, but I’m
not sure it's ready?” I said. We both sat there mulling
it over.
Cut to ten seconds later.
POP! Goes the cork.
As I started to drink I could tell it had more of a
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kick this time and it tasted great! Looked like her fine
tuning was working!
I think it was after the second glass that I started
to hallucinate. I have no idea what the percentage of
alcohol in that wine was but I think it's safe to say
that it was fucking HIGH! I managed somehow to
crawl off to bed. The next morning I'm woken by
Lamb standing over me.
“Well?” she asks.
“What?” I slur out.
“How was my wine? I saw you opened a bottle”
she said.
“Is Linda still alive?” I ask,
“What?” She asked back.,
“Lamb... That wine... You need to put a radioac‐
tive sticker on it or something. That stuff could take
out a 400 pound gorilla!”
The hangover was like nothing I'd felt before.
Just pure hell. I went downstairs, the walls and
floor pulsating with every step I took. Linda
appeared from the spare bedroom an hour later
looking like she'd been dragged through a bush
backwards. I didn't touch that batch again after
that night.

I could always see the excitement build in her when‐
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ever a friend was coming round to visit. It was infec‐
tious sometimes.
“Linda’s on her way!!! Yaayyyy!!!” She'd shout,
maybe even do a little dance.
Every single friend would generate the same
level of excitement. If they were staying for the night
she'd rush down the shops and pick up a few bottles
of wine and some 'treats'.
“We might watch a film later James, what films
are good at the moment?” she'd ask, and I would
always pretend to know what I was talking about.
She would tidy up the house a little and sit in the
kitchen eagerly awaiting whoever was coming to
stay. She liked the overnight visitors the best, because
she knew they'd have time to get into a deep conver‐
sation. At some point during that night, after a few
glasses, she'd burst into the studio,
“play them your new song James! Go on!”.
She'd stand there with a big grin on her face
bobbing up and down to the music. She was always
there for me in that way. Always shouting from the
rooftops, always banging the drum. We would often
have long conversations about my insecurities as an
artist. She'd always pump me back up after a rejec‐
tion or a bad review.
“You're good, it’s a good tune! Just carry on” she'd
reassure me.
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She was great like that, and one part of me
regrets that I only found my confidence as a writer
towards the end of her life; if I'd found it sooner I
might have been able to provide more security. But
this is my cross to bear. This is something that
happens when you lose your life partner. Every little
fault you had in the past becomes massively ampli‐
fied. You hate yourself for that backhanded comment
you made when you were having an argument, or
that time you forgot it was her birthday; I’m sure
though that if the shoe was on the other foot, Lamb
would be sat here regretting things she'd said to me
in a flash of anger. Thinking about situations that she
could have handled better. Do I have regrets? Yes.
Lots. But not once do I forget that I did love her. I
always loved her. Even when we fell out or our rela‐
tionship became stale for a few months. You can’t be
together 22 years and not have moments of boredom.
There were times she wanted to break up with me!!!
I mean!! Can you believe it?!!! I joke of course. We
worked though all the tough times. Sometimes as our
relationship got into its late teens, I'd bring up how
long we'd been together, and we'd both look at each
other and just start laughing.
“How did we get here?”, one of us would say,
“I don’t know!”, the other would reply.
•

•

•
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“I think we must love each other” we'd both agree.

There's a cute painting I once saw, it was called
“True Love” and there was an old couple sitting on a
bench in the pouring rain. You can tell by the way
they're sat that they’ve had an argument. Sat at oppo‐
site sides of the bench. Knees pointing away from
each other. A grim look fills both their faces. The old
lady’s arms folded up tight. However the old man,
arm outstretched, holds an umbrella over his love to
shield her from the rain while he gets pelted by it.
This is love. It's not always sunshine and at times
myself and Lamb both took turns angrily sheltering
the other from the rain.
As a musician, If I had to put my and Lambs
relationship to music, it would be ‘’Appalachian
Spring’’ by ‘’Aaron Copland’’
It was long! It started slowly, not with a bang, but
over time it would crescendo and swell. Waves
crashing down on the rocks. Then the tide would go
out and you would think it’s all over, but slowly it
would build again. It could become jarring, loud and
discorded. Then the next movement could be soft
and unified. But over all, It was beautiful. We would
dance around each other like tumbleweed in a mini
tornado. Sometimes intertwined and sometimes not.
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But neither of us could escape the pull of the tornado
itself. We were both always pulled into the centre of
its gravity. We would always eventually embrace, in
the eye of our own little storm.

As we got into the latter years of our relationship I
could still make her laugh, something I did with
varying degrees of success, and she could still sweep
me off my feet with her cuteness and innocence.
The pros outweighed the cons and we would always
check in with each other to see if that was still the
case. It always was. When Heidi came along we did
grow apart a little, but I think this is perfectly
normal. When you have a child they become the
number one. We did make efforts to give ourselves
time to be with one another, but we were committed
to the greater good. If we had to lose a little bit of
shine in order to keep a secure family life for Heidi,
then so be it. I remember when we finally got
married, the reason was because Lamb needed to be
my wife in order to piggyback on my US visa - as I’ve
said already, we didn’t really believe in marriage for
the sake of it. As the day drew near, I started to feel
anxiety build; I was having second thoughts. Maybe
I put more stock in the sanctity of marriage than I
thought. I looked around for advice and I found that
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this was quite a common thing. The day rolled up
and we walked into the room and stood opposite
each other. The woman started the proceeding. I
looked at Lamb stood there in front of me. This girl
I'd been with for so long, while she'd aged, as had I.
She was still that short bouncy girl that I met all
those years ago. Everything we'd been through came
swelling up. The ups and downs, the illness, the
good times. Heidi. I suddenly realised how lucky I
was to be marrying my best friend. My life partner.
The person who knew me inside out and back to
front, who'd never once given up hope in me.
Marrying her, I felt like the luckiest guy in
the world.
There's no ulterior motive with Lamb. She was
shy and we loved her for it. She was blunt and we
loved her for it. She was unsure about her looks and
we loved her for it. She was warm and we loved her
for it. She was caring and we loved her for it. And
she never pretended to be anything other than that,
and we loved her for it.
It was about 10 am when my phone rang. Lamb's
name flashing up on the screen.
“Hello?” I say.
“James!!!! This is Janet! Lambs boss!” I hear the
panic in her voice and I know instantly that some‐
thing is wrong.
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“What’s happening? What’s wrong?!!!” I shout,
jumping up.
“Lamb's not well, she’s throwing up everywhere,
we're driving down to the walk-in clinic now” she
replies. “Ok, can I talk to her?” I ask,
“No, she’s throwing up right now, I’ll get her to
call you once she’s seen the doctor”.
Now at this point, we knew nothing of Lamb's
illness. It just sounded like she'd maybe eaten some‐
thing bad or got a stomach bug, so, while I was
worried, there was no big panic.
Thirty minutes later my phone rings again.
It's Lamb.
“Hey honey!? You ok?” I ask,
“Yeah I think so, they're saying it’s a migraine,
they've given me some pain killers and Janet’s going
to drive me home” she says.
“Ok???... what do you mean migraine? What
happened?” I ask.
“I was just sat at my desk and suddenly had a
bad headache, then I started to be sick everywhere”
she says.
My hackles started to rise. I'd heard these symp‐
toms before. Around 1998 my dad had a brain haem‐
orrhage. After the doctors had patched him up, I
asked him what it had felt like. He said “it was like
the worst headache I’ve ever had”.
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Vomiting and sudden headaches do not mix.
Don’t let anyone tell you otherwise.
I ask Lamb “honey, how bad is the headache?”
“It’s like the worst headache I’ve ever had” she
replies.
“Ok... here’s what’s going to happen. Tell Janet
to drive you to A&E now - I’m not joking Lamb, go
there right now”
“It’s just a migraine James, I’ll be fine” she tries
to reassure me.
“No Lamb, go to the hospital now. I’m going to
book a cab and I’ll meet you there, don’t bother
coming back here because I won’t be here, I’ll be at
the hospital. Tell Janet to take you there now!”
“Oh... ok, ok” she gives in.
I meet her at the hospital. She's sat on the bed
looking a bit worse for wear, and she's speaking to a
doctor as I walk up.
“So I think this is just a migraine” he says. Lamb
looking at me with a “told you so!” look.
“However.. as you're here we may as well do a
quick scan, just to make sure. It won’t take long and
you'll be out of here in 45 minutes.”
They wheeled her away to do the scan, and I
started to calm down as it looked like I had indeed
overreacted. But the way she described how bad her
headache was just reminded me of my dad. They
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brought her back to the ward and we waited for the
doctor.
“Ok... well... em...” he said, entering the room
looking down at his clipboard.
“It looks like you've had a small haemorrhage at
the base of your head, round the back”.
Lamb and I looked at each other in shock. The
doctor looked confused, like things weren't adding
up for him. This is something that would later
become the normal with doctors. Lamb's case was
very abnormal and for the coming years I would
often see her doctors scratching their heads at her
symptoms.
“Hmmm... ok... let’s get you over to John Radclff
ASAP”.
Twenty minutes later we were in the back of an
ambulance zooming towards Oxford, Lamb being
her usual stoic self, me trying my best to hold the
tears back.
“I’ll be fine James” she'd say to me.
I mean, it should be the other way round. She
should be the one holding back the tears and I should
be the one telling her it'll be fine. But as I’ve said
many times, she was always stronger than me.
The next few days were a bit of a blur. I couldn't
eat at all, I just felt sick all the time. Dan came down
and sat with me as she went to get patched up. After
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she came out she was doing well and was in recovery,
but there were a few things that were making her
doctors scratch their heads.
“Well... you're a complicated case!” The doctor
says, walking in.
“So…” he says, resting his elbows at the base of
her bed, “you have five quite large aneurysms in your
brain. One of which has burst”. I could see there was
more to come and while his polite sunny bedside
manner was reassuring, I could see some chinks in
his armour.
“I’m not going to lie Lara, we're a bit worried
about you. Your symptoms are very... well, odd.
Nothing seems to add up in your case. You also have
an arteriovenous malformation in there. It's quite
large, I think we have a lot of work ahead of us”.
I feel the panic starting to filter in again.
“Have you ever been diagnosed with hyperten‐
sion? Because your blood pressure is abnormally
high” he asks.
“No... well, only when I was pregnant, but that
was because I had pre-eclampsia”, she replies.
“Hmm... well... maybe we need to look into that.
But for now let’s focus on these aneurysms and the
arteriovenous malformation. This is going to be a
long process I’m afraid. You'll be in and out of
hospital for six months or so”. At the time I was still
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in the band, and we'd go off touring for weeks some‐
times. I think I pretty much knew at that point that
my job might have to take a back seat for a while. I
was going to have to be around more while Lamb
went through this.
For the next six months Lamb was, indeed, in
and out of hospital. I remember one time we had to
go up to Liverpool for a procedure to kill the arteri‐
ovenous malformation in her brain. Her appoint‐
ment was at 9am in the morning, so we got the train
up the night before and stayed in a hotel. The next
morning we go in and they run a few tests before the
procedure.
“Hello” the nurse says, “I’m sorry to say that
we can’t do the procedure today... some of your test
results came back and it looks like you're
pregnant!”
Lamb and I burst out laughing.
“What!!??” We say in unison.
“I can tell you for sure I’m not pregnant”.
Lamb says.
Lamb had gone through early menopause a year
after Heidi was born, probably due to her as yet
undiagnosed illness. so there was no way she could
be pregnant.
“Well, I’m sorry but we can’t move forward with
this today, you're going to have to come back”.
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Fast forward a few months and there we were,
sat in the same room with the same nurse.
“Ok you're not pregnant this time!”
Lamb and I gave her a look.
“Sorry about that.. but rules are rules. Ok do you
want to come with me Lara and we'll get you ready”
I went and sat in the waiting room.
The procedure she was having wasn't a pleasant
one. It was called Gamma Knife. It’s the same treat‐
ment they use to kill brain tumours. Ok, this is going
to get a bit wordy, but what they do first is put your
head into a machine that looks a bit like a colander,
then out of each little hole they fire beams of radia‐
tion. Each little beam coming out of any given hole
isn't that powerful and doesn't cause much damage,
but at a specific point all the beams cross and
converge and you get an intense build up of radia‐
tion. This build up will kill the tissue that's at that
convergence point. So it’s a very precise way to give
high amounts of radiation treatment to a small point
inside the brain, while leaving the surrounding tissue
relatively unaffected. It’s pretty much like putting
your head in a microwave oven. It’s amazing technol‐
ogy, but very dangerous and in order to make sure
they hit the right part of the brain, you have to lie
very still. This is because if you move, even a tiny bit,
they'll hit the wrong part of your brain, cook it and
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you could die. So they have to basically bolt your
head into the machine. And I mean bolt.
They put a mount on your head and screw it into
your skull at several points.
Then they slide that mount into the machine.
“Mr Rushent” says a nurse wandering into the
waiting room. “Yes?” I say, jumping out of my seat.
“Lara wants to see you” she says. I follow the
nurse down the hall. “Just to warn you” she says,
“Lara’s not in a good way, she’s upset about the
mount we have to put on her head”
I had no idea what to expect. I walk into the
room to see Lamb sat on the bed sobbing with this
thing screwed to her head, blood dripping down
where the screws had burrowed their way into
her skull.
This was the only time I ever saw Lamb crack.
She couldn't take this.
“It feels like they're crushing my skull” she said
though the tears.
All I could do was give her a hug.
“It'll be ok honey, it'll be over before you know it,
ok?” I said.
They wheeled her off and after an hour or so she
was done.
Over the next year she had to go back into
hospital a few more times. I remember they had to do
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a brain procedure to fit a coil in her brain, and they'd
booked it in for Friday the 13th. I wasn't happy about
this at all. I begged her to tell them to move the date.
But she was like,
“Oh shut up James, it’s just another day. It
means nothing. It’s you giving meaning to it”.
She was right of course. Everything went fine
and the operation was a success.
Things started getting back to normal. She was
now at the point where she was only going for check
up scans every six months.
Life on the farm was good, and Lamb's bad
headaches were finally calming down - something
that she'd suffered with for months after her haemor‐
rhage. We were back to just living our life and being
happy.
However, her haemorrhage was only a symptom.
Lamb had what she thought was a chest infec‐
tion. She'd had it for a few weeks. She'd been to the
doctors and they'd agreed, gave her some antibiotics
and said it should clear up in a week or so.
One night I’m working in the studio when my
Facebook message pings. I take a look and it’s a
message from Lamb. All it said was “Come upstairs
quick”. I run upstairs to find her sitting up on the bed
fighting for breath.
I immediately call an ambulance.
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A paramedic shows up first. By this time Lamb
has caught her breath, she's a bit more relaxed and
chatting with the paramedic normally.
“Ok... let me check your lungs”. She puts a
stethoscope to Lamb's back.
“Hmm... it sounds clear... ok... let me do your
blood pressure”.
She wraps the blue cuff around Lamb's arm and
sets the machine off. After a few seconds it pings to
let her know it’s done.
The paramedic looks at the results.
“Hmm...” she says, “let me do that again”.
A few seconds later, “PING!” goes the machine.
Again, she pulls the same face of confusion.
“Emm... that’s odd... I think this machine must
be broken... It’s telling me that your blood pressure is
200/190!!”
We all laugh as Lamb is happily sat there chat‐
ting away, showing no signs of distress at all.
“I think I have another one in the car, I’ll be
right back”.
She comes back in with a monitor and hooks it
up to Lamb.
“PING!” again.
This time the lady’s face changes as she looks at
the result. She looks up at Lamb.
“We have to go” she says.
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At that moment the ambulance shows up and
they both walk in.
The paramedic turns to them.
“Her blood pressure is 200/190”
Both the medics' jaws drop in unison.
In the back of the ambulance one of the medics is
sat with her. Double and triple checking her blood
pressure. Same results each time. I could tell by the
look on her face that she was completely at a loss and
I think it was more because Lamb seemed fine. She
was chatting and compos mentis. She seemed to be
in no distress at all. Her breathing was back to
normal and she was relaxed.
The medic decided to check the other arm, but
this time, nothing came up. The machine couldn't
find a pulse. Lamb screaming as the cuff got tighter
and tighter as the machine tried to find a pulse. It got
so tight that all the blood vessels in her forearm and
hand burst. Again, confused looks.
They took her straight into the A&E.
A doctor walks in and the medic starts to explain
what’s going on... again more confused looks. I’m not
sure he completely believed what the medic was
telling him. He had to see it for himself.
They wire her up.
PING!
The doctor looks at the screen next to the bed.
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“Ok... And you say the other arm you can’t get a
reading on?”
“That’s right” says the paramedic.
I was watching Lamb as this all unfolded. She
seemed completely unfazed by it all. Almost finding
it funny. I think when things just go completely to
shit, all you have left is to laugh. I feel Lamb had got
to this point.
“Have you been on any medication recently?”
asked the doctor.
“No. well, just antibiotics. My GP said I have a
chest infection”
The doctor, still looking at the screen:
“No... this isn't a chest infection” he said. “Ok...
well, we have to get that blood pressure down, so
we're going to give you some drugs, ok Lara?”
“Ok” she says back in a cheery voice.
They wheel in a drip and plug her in.
After about five minutes the doctor comes back
in. Looks at the monitor. He starts to scratch
his head.
“Ok... looks like we're going to have to try some‐
thing a little stronger” he says.
They wheel in another drip to replace the
first one.
Five minutes later, again the doctor's stood
looking at the monitor, scratching his head.
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“Hmmmmm... he says, looking at the screen.
“I’ll be right back” he says, running off.
A few minutes go by and he walks back in with
another doctor.
“Ok, so she's had drug X, that didn’t do anything,
I then tried drug Y. Same thing, didn’t move the
needle. She’s still running high.
More confused looks.
“Well Lara!!” He says “you're an interesting one.
Ok... I'll be right back”
Few minutes later he reappears with another
doctor. The A&E doctor goes over what had been
done so far again.
“So here’s what I’m thinking” says the second
doctor. “I’m thinking we need to give her drug Z”.
The third doctor looks at the screen, then down
at Lamb sat there with a sunny disposition, then
looks back at the screen.
“Ok, I agree, let’s do it”.
The A&E doctor zooms off.
The third doctor turns to her.
“Ok Lara... so... we're going to give you a pretty
heavy drug. Your kidneys are going to take a bit of a
punch and your going to feel like crap, but we have
to get that blood pressure down ok?”
“Ok... how crap will I feel?” She asks,
“I won’t lie, it’s going to be rubbish” he replies.
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The A&E doctor walks in. No drip this time, just
a needle full of brown liquid. They inject her.
“Ohhhhh fuck!!!!” She shouts almost immedi‐
ately as the drug starts to take effect.
She sinks into the bed and her sunny disposition
evaporates.
All three doctors look back and forth between
Lamb and the monitor.
“She’s coming down” one says after a few
seconds.
“Yup” says another.
“Ok, get her stable then send her up” says the
third doctor.
“Lara.. I’ll see you in about twenty minutes ok?”
He says walking out.
They move her up to the Cardiology Ward. Over
the coming weeks they did almost every scan they
could on her, all the while trying different combina‐
tions of drugs to bring down her blood pressure.
Nothing seemed to be working that well and they
were at a bit of a loss as to why this was even happen‐
ing. All they had to go on was that she had crazy high
blood pressure and she seemed to be fine with it.
After about three weeks of her being in hospital I
could tell it was starting to get to her. If they knew
what was going on she might have felt better, but the
fact that they were still as confused as on the day
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they wheeled her in there, well... she was starting to
lose hope. I walked in on her crying to herself many
times. I was starting to get angry, but what could
I do?
I started to email specialists around the country.
I'd tell them her symptoms and what had been tried.
Most didn’t get back to me, but some did. They
were all as confused with the symptoms as the
doctors at the RBH, but they did all drop the same
name. A doctor in London who was the leading
name in the field of blood pressure.
I called his office. “Well for a consultation it’s
£1500” the lady on the phone said.
“Emmm... ok” I said back.
“Then if he takes the case on he'll want to do
tests and scans of his own, so the cost will jump up
from there”.
“Ok... how much do you think it could jump up
to?” I ask.
I think she could tell I didn't have the money
for this.
“Truthfully? Pick a number” she said back.
I called anyone I knew who had a chunk of
change. Almost everyone stepped up to the plate and
by the end of the day I had the money.
My plan was to go into the hospital when the
doctors were doing their morning rounds. If they still
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didn't know anything then I'd discharge her and
we'd head off to London to see this super doctor. I
had the money for the consultation. If he took her
case on then I'd need to take out every credit card I
could get my hands on, max them all out and then
declare bankruptcy. Technically fraud, but it was
the only choice I was left with and I wasn't going to
let Lamb possibly die just because we didn't have
the money.
I show up to the hospital just in time for the
rounds. I walk in to see lamb sat there doing a cross‐
word puzzle.
“You ok honey?”
“Yeah, I’m ok. They said some new doctor is
coming to see me in a minute”
“Ok... Well...” I tell Lamb the plan if they still
have no clue. I told her about the doctor in London
and how I planned to pay for it. She seemed a bit
reluctant.
As I'm trying to convince her a short round man
comes in with unkempt hair, wearing a green dishev‐
elled rugby shirt.
He looks like he's just stepped out of a pub after
a long drinking session.
“Hello Lara” he says in a chippy welsh accent,
and introduces himself. He's a specialist doctor.
He sits on the bed and just stares at her for a few
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seconds with a smile. Everyone on the ward knows
she's been losing hope waiting for a diagnosis.
“We know what’s wrong with you Lara” he says.
We both let out a small sigh of relief. Just
knowing what it is was a massive breakthrough
for us.
“It was actually a student doctor who spotted it,
we've had everyone looking at your case. Doctors and
students all over the country! We've been looking
into his theory for the last few days, and we can say
with pretty much 100% confidence that you have a
disease called Takayasu's Arteritis”.
“Tac what?” Lambs blurts out.
“It's a very, very rare disease. It’s named after
the Japanese doctor who discovered it, and it’s
mainly found in Asian women over the age of thirty
who've had a baby. So you're two for three. What
happens is that your immune system attacks the
large arteries in the body. It attacks different arteries
in different people though, so it’s very hard to diag‐
nose. The antibodies attack the arteries and this
causes them to swell up. They become inflamed.
After the attack has finished the swelling goes
down, but scar tissue gets left inside them and they
become narrowed, making it hard for blood to pass
through. This of course compromises the organ
attached to the affected arteries. Now in your case,
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it has attacked a lot of arteries. Some connected to
your heart, some feeding blood to your right leg and
some down your right arm; this is why the blood
pressure readings are wildly different between your
arms. It's also narrowed the arteries feeding your
kidneys. Your kidneys regulate your blood pressure
Lara. What’s happened is that because of the
restricted blood flow getting to them, they read the
blood pressure as low. Your kidneys think that there
must be an open wound somewhere and that blood
is escaping from the body, so what they do is release
hormones to up the blood pressure so the wound
will start to clot and stop the bleeding. But in your
case Lara, there's no cut or open wound. So over
the years -”
“Years??!!!” We both say in unison, “Yes... we
think you've probably had this for some time, but it’s
only now starting to show the damage that it’s done.
Over the years your body's been releasing more and
more hormones to increase your blood pressure and
with every Takayasu flare up there's more scarring,
more restrained blood flow to the kidneys, more
hormones, higher blood pressure, and round and
round it goes. However, it's been a very slow process.
Your body has learnt to adapt to the higher blood
pressure after each flare up. This is why you were
able to function normally with such high blood pres‐
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sure. Because your body was used to it. That was
your normal”.
“And this is why I had a haemorrhage”
“Yes, this was a symptom of your Takayasu's
Arteritis. You also have an enlarged heart; your
heart's been pumping twenty times harder than
normal because of the hormones. If you were a car,
you’ve been driving at 70 miles an hour in third gear
all day. Everyday. For years. Your heart has become
like a bodybuilder”.
I sit back in my chair just trying to piece this all
together in my head. I look over to Lamb and see
she’s doing the same thing.
“Do you have any questions?” the doctor asks.
I had hundreds right off the bat!! I think though
we both had one question that was poking out more
than the others. But I didn’t want to ask.
“Is there a cure?” Lamb asks.
“No... Well... It's treatable to an extent, but in
your case Lara, it’s done a lot of damage already’’
he says.
“So it's going to kill me?” She asks.
His tone becomes softer and he shifts a bit closer
to her.
“This damage will catch up with you; it's prob‐
ably shortened your lifespan quite dramatically. I'm
sorry Lara”.
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“How long?” she asks.
“It’s hard to tell, but Lara, you now have a much
higher risk of a heart attack or another haemorrhage”.
I think in his own way, he was telling her that she
won't get to old age.
“But here’s the good news. You're young, and you
have us fighting your corner”.
Later, online, I checked the life expectancy of
people diagnosed with Takayasu's Arteritis. Fifteen
years. I figured she must have had it for five already. I
never told her, but I’m sure she looked it up as well.
“Ok... Well what are we going to do?” She asks.
“Well we're looking into treatment plans, we're
looking at putting in stents into some of the affected
arteries and the arteries that are feeding your
kidneys. I'm sorry to say that one of your kidneys has
already died though. So we'll only be doing it
to one.”
“Oh... ok...” she says, shocked.
“Ok. Look, get some rest, I’m sure it’s a lot of
information to take in all at once. I’ll be back in a few
days with a full plan and we'll get to work ok?”
“Ok... thanks”
He leaves and immediately I start talking about
the positive aspects of the conversation.
“Ohh!! So they can treat it!! That’s great news
honey!! Yeah!”
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I think she could tell I was over compensating,
but she played along with me anyway.
Over the next week many doctors and specialists
would come down from London to visit with her;
she'd become a bit of a celebrity within some of the
medical circles. Takayasu's Arteritis is extremely rare
and when there's a case that pops up, a lot of doctors
want to take a look. I imagined it as that scene from
Ghostbusters where they get their first ghostcatching job. The receptionist picks up the phone;
“Hello Ghostbusters?... Yes we are for real... You
do?? You have!!!!? We’ll be right there!!”
Slamming down the phone and hitting the
alarm bell,
“WE GOT ONE!!!!!!” She shouts.
Some top doctors came and saw her and over the
next week or so, they got her blood pressure under
control. It wasn't perfect, but it was a lot better.
Unfortunately there was a downside to having
her blood pressure lowered so fast. Her body wasn't
used to it at all, so when she was running at normal
speed, she felt very drowsy and sleepy. Sometimes
she could hardly stand up. It was going to take years
for her body to fully adjust.
She was also referred to Professor Justin Mason
at the Imperial College London. He was the leading
expert in Takayasu's.
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After she was discharged we headed up to meet
him. He was a very polite, nice man. You felt really
comfortable around him. He'd sit down with Lamb
and go through everything with her in absolute
detail. Step by step, making sure she knew what was
going on and how they were going to treat her. He
filled her with a lot of confidence and we left that
meeting with a positive outlook.
“I think I’m going to be ok James” she said to me
on the way home.
“I think so too”, I said back.
The day of the operation came round where they
were going to fit the stents in. She asked me not to
come; I think she knew I would stress about it, so
she'd rather go on her own. It was only a short op, she
didn't even have to stay overnight, however she
wasn't allowed to drive. So off she went to catch
the train.
For the next four or five hours I paced around the
house. Getting update texts from her.
“I'm on the train”

“About to get on the tube”

‘’Walking down to the hospital now’’
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“I’m here”

“Just about to go in, I’ll text you when I’m
out, I’ll be fine. x”

Thirty or so minutes later she calls me.
“It all went fine! I’m walking to the tube now. It
was a success!!”
“Great!! Well done honey” I said.
“You'll never guess who the doctor was who
performed the op!” she said.
“Who??” I asked.
“That doctor in London!! The one you were
going to pay all that money for!!!!”
“No way!!!” I shouted! “How come he did it?”
“He does stuff on the NHS now and again, he'd
heard about my case and wanted to do it, said it was
an interesting case”.
“What was he like?? Was he good?” I asked.
“He was an arse!” She said, “Like, really full of
himself. Had a bit of a god complex. I didn’t like him
at all”.
“Lamb” I said, “if someone was going to operate
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on me, I'd rather them be full of confidence
than not”.

I'd got to the point where I could just about
support us financially. I told her to quit her job,
that’s it. I just wanted her to stay at home and do
what she wanted. She agreed and Lamb became a
stay at home mum. I’m sure some people will see
this as some old 50s out of date stereotype living.
But the way I saw it was that I didn’t want any
stress in her life. I wanted her to be doing whatever
she felt like. If she wanted to sit in her dressing
gown all day, so be it. If she wanted to spend all
day crocheting, watching TV, so be it. I just
wanted as stress-free a life for her as possible.
Anyway she was happy to be a “kept wife”. Her
words, not mine.
Her days were mostly spent in the garden
pottering around growing things. I'll be the first to
admit, her vegetables were not great. Her carrots
always came out a bit... short and stubby? But we'd
always eat them and celebrate the fact all the same.
She also had two chickens, Lisa and Lou Lou. Sadly,
next door's dog got hold of Lisa. Lamb tried her best
to get to her in time, but the damage was already
done. She jumped into the car with Lisa and drove
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off at high speed to the vets, only to come back empty
handed, shaking her head at me.
“No... she died” she said,
“what are we going to tell Heidi?”.
Heidi had got to know next door's dog a little and
we didn’t want her to hate it for doing what came
naturally to it, so we decided to tell her that a fox got
it. Foxes where a real problem for us at the time.
Lamb used to sit at the window overlooking the
chicken coop at sunset, when foxes were out hunt‐
ing. There was this one fox that started showing up a
lot, and Lamb would see it from the window.
“Little bugger” she'd say, immediately jumping
off the window ledge, running down the stairs in her
dressing gown and out the door with a broom.
“Go away!!!” She'd shout, swinging the broom
around.
The fox would turn around and disappear off
back into the woods. Next night, same deal. Fox
shows up, Lamb runs it out of town. It was a game of
cat and mouse that the two of them played for about
two months.
“He'll give up in the end” Lamb would say.
I just remember her during that time, sat on the
window sill, chewing her fingers, eyes peeled. The
Mother Hen, looking out for her chicks.
She would become obsessed with TV shows. We
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had Netflix by this point and she'd have binge
watching sessions. Breaking Bad was a big one for
both of us. We'd usually jump ahead of each other,
even though we'd promise not to. Sometimes I'd get
back home from a session somewhere to find Lamb
sat on the bed with a guilty look on her face...
“Oh you didn’t did you?!” I'd say.
“Don’t worry, only by two episodes!!”
It also worked the other way round, but I just
pretended I hadn’t jumped forward and would
watch them again with her.

It was Lamb's birthday and I got her an iPad. She'd
been dropping hints for months and months about it.
We went to PC world, and she didn’t know what we
were doing there; I'd made up some excuses . I
walked us over to where all the iPads were on
display, and I just stopped in front of them.
“Ok... pick one”, I said.
Lamb's eyes lit up.
“Oohhh!!” she said. “You're getting me
an iPad!!!!”.
Back home she unpacked it, a nice skinny, shiny
new iPad. She sat there admiring it. Heidi looking
over her shoulder.
A few days later I got back home to find Heidi
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with the iPad, however it was now covered in some
big bulky blue rubber padding thing. I mean, it was
now huge! There's Heidi with it, the iPad leant up
against the wall as she records herself dancing
around in front of it. I walked into the bedroom to
find Lamb watching TV.
“Lamb?” I said.
“Huh?!” She replies whipping her head away
from the TV.
“Heidi does know that’s not her iPad right? It’s
yours?” I ask.
“Yeah she knows” she says back. “But...” she
continues,
“But what??” I ask.
“Well... she gets more enjoyment out of it... so...
you know...”
Over the next few weeks Lamb's iPad became
Heidi's iPad. But she didn’t care; Heidi was having a
great time with it and it would keep her busy. Also,
every few weeks or so Lamb would download all the
pictures and videos Heidi was taking and put them
on a hard drive, so from age four until about age
eleven we have hours and hours and hours of Heidi
dressing up, dancing around, doing acting, all on a
hard drive. Clever Lamb. Who knows where they
may show up in the future... wedding *cough* day.
•

•

•
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Over the next few years she would go back up to
London for tests. She didn’t need to, but she wanted
to help them with their research. Suddenly the
doctors had a bit of a breakthrough. They started to
think that this might not be a disease after all, it
might well be a virus. There was a spanner in the
works however. By the looks of things, Sheila had
died of the same thing, which would make you think
that this is a genetic disease. Lamb brought this up
with the doctors. They told her that Lamb and Sheila
must have caught this virus at the same time.
However Sheila was older. Age naturally thins your
arteries, so it progressed faster in her. Lamb was still
very young, so she had more time.
After a year or so Lamb only needed to go see a
specialist every three or four months at the RBH. I
went with her the first time. She got called to go into
the doctor's office, We were met by this six foot tall,
dark haired, well built and well spoken, super-good
looking doctor. Even I went a little weak at
the knees.
“Hello Lara, it’s lovely to meet you, I’ll be your
specialist here at the RBH” he said, staring at her
with his big brown eyes.
After that appointment, for some reason, she
never wanted me to go with her to see him again.
Every time she had an appointment she'd bounce out
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the door, but with more make-up than usual and
wearing her nice dress.
“Ok see you later!!” she'd shout, with a spring in
her step.
One time she took Heidi, and when they
returned Heidi came bursting into the kitchen.
“OMG!! HAVE YOU SEEN MUMMY'S
DOCTOR?!! HE'S SO HOT!!”

Over time, things started to normalise. Lamb would
still drink from time to time and she would still, on
very rare occasions have a cigarette on a drunk night
with friends. We did talk about this, maybe we
should stop everything bad, try to get much health‐
ier, but she wanted to enjoy her life. She didn’t want
her life to become boring. I mean, she'd cut right
back with her drinking, and cigarettes were very few
and very far between. So I'd let it slide. I didn’t want
her to feel like a prisoner in her own body.
We fell back into a normal routine and there
were times where it didn’t feel like she was ill at all.
The only give away was that she would have to take
twenty or so pills everyday. Something she hated. I
think it was because it reminded her everyday that
she was ill. She wouldn't let it slow her down though.
She'd take on little projects and slowly and methodi‐
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cally work her way through them. She'd start a
blanket and for the next three or four months would
sit on the bed at night and chip away. I really was
blown away by her patience for this sort of thing. She
wouldn't let up on anything she had started and
worked her way through it till the end.

I'd written a track for The Prodigy. They loved it
and wanted to use the track on their next album.
Unfortunately there was a snag. I'd used a sample
off a sample CD I had downloaded from the inter‐
net, and I remember downloading it and which
website it came from, but I couldn't remember what
sample CD it was. The band really needed to know
because if I'd got it wrong and it was a sample from
another record or something copy written, there
could be lawsuits. I was telling Lamb what was
going on and she said, well what website was it
from? I showed her the site. There were over five
thousand CDs on the website. Over the next six
months she downloaded almost three thousand of
them and listened to every sample on each CD.
She was absolutely determined to find that sample
and I think she would have found it too if it weren't
for the fact that we ran out of time. They had to
move on the record and ended up getting the
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sample remade. She was disappointed, but she
understood.
She really was a grafter.
Now I know it’s very easy to put people you've
lost up on a pedestal. Lamb did have her faults, but
she didn't have many and they weren't big faults. Her
faults were also non-harmful to others. She wasn't
selfish and she didn't lie or play games with people’s
emotions. Her faults were internal.

MY-ANH

Lara was such a special friend throughout our
childhood. She was kind, sincere, generous, funny
and caring. Some of my fondest memories of her
include:
Our Sports Days at St Michaels Primary School.
Lara and I made a winning team for the wheel‐
barrow race. With both of us being small and nimble,
we wheelbarrowed formidably to the finish line,
winning first place every time! Lara was also brilliant
at the sack race, always beating everyone to the finish
line.
During our school trip to Normandy, France,
there was a fancy dress competition. Lara dressed up
as the famous jockey, Lester Pigott. It was such an
original idea and she really looked the part - no
wonder she was awarded 1st Place! Unfortunately, I
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went on the trip without a costume. Being the kindhearted person that she was, Lara lent me a big
brown sack and I went as a sack of potatoes!
I will always remember Lara’s deep love of
animals and her affection towards them. I recall her
excitement after returning from her wonderful trip
to Australia and she showed me a photo of her
holding a koala bear. I still remember to this day the
vivid image of her cradling this little koala bear in
her arms, her eyes were shining and she looked so
happy with the biggest smile on her face.
These are just a few of the very many memories I
have of Lara. I could go on forever ... the days we
used to play at her grandmother’s house ... the days I
accompanied her on her paper-rounds ... the times
we spent together watching her favourite children’s
tv series, Heidi .... and I remember us both laughing
and crying whilst watching one of her favourite films,
Short Circuit, the story of a robot who gains human
emotions.
Lara was the best friend that anyone could ever
wish for and these memories will always stay
with me.”

LA

I'd started working more and more with people
based out in LA. First it was over email, then it grad‐
uated to flying out every now and then for a few
weeks. Then three weeks, then a month. Sometimes
I'd get home after a month of being out there only to
find myself back on a plane three months later. My
management finally suggested I move out there.
At first I didn’t know whether it was a good idea.
I mean, it was a good idea for my career. But Lamb's
health and condition were at the forefront of any
decision of this size. We sat down and spoke about it.
“Do you think it would help your career?”
She asked.
“Yes... very much”, I replied.
“Well, then let’s do it!” she said. We talked about
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her health; I needed to know that she could handle it.
I mean, moving house can be stressful enough, but
moving country, that’s a whole different thing.
“I’ll be fine James! I’m fine” she reassured me.
We decided to all go out on my next trip. Get a feel
for the place. See if they liked it. I was already out
there when they arrived. Heidi jumping out at me
from behind a pillar at the airport. Little Lamb stood
there looking exhausted. I got them back to the
Airbnb and within twenty minutes they were both
fast asleep. It was only 4pm in the afternoon. Over
the next few weeks Heidi and Lamb would go off
together while I worked. I got the odd day off and
we'd go to Venice beach. We loved it down there. It
felt just like the town in Lost Boys and was still sort
of stuck in the 80s. Day glow and spandex. Perfect
for us. After the two weeks had passed the girls
agreed to move out. We all flew back to England and
started the long slow process of selling everything
and getting ready for the move. Lamb decided to sell
almost everything over eBay, big or small; she was
even selling broken jack to jack leads on there.
Again, if there was a big job to be done, she wouldn't
stop until it was done. Just chip, chip, chip away,
she'd work her way through it. There were some
things I'd never have thought she'd be able to sell, but
she always did.
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As the house became more and more empty, we felt
ourselves become less and less stressed. We both felt
it. At first we thought it was because it meant things
were being sold. But it wasn't that, it was the fact that
we had less stuff around us. Only keeping hold of the
essentials. We started looking into the minimalist
lifestyle; we felt it was something we'd like to try
when we got out to LA. There's something charming
when you're sat in a room, only having the essentials
things you need around you. As the date of the move
got closer, cold feet started to show up. The one
thing Lamb had a real problem with was leaving
friends behind. Friends were Lamb's whole world.
She really struggled with that and we talked a few
times about backing out because of it. We knew she'd
make new friends out there, but she loved the ones
she had back in England so much. Again. Lamb
would do anything for her friends. I know how lucky
I was; it’s rare you'll find someone willing to walk off
the edge of the earth with you. We put a plan in
place. We'd move to LA for five years. I'd work as
hard as I could and hopefully, by the time the five
years was up, I would've made enough money that
we could move back to England and buy a nice
cottage with a big garden. Lamb could start up her
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little dog rescue and we could live out our lives
together. Me sat in a jacuzzi watching movies and
smoking cigars and Lamb fussing over lost dogs. It
was a perfect plan. How do you make God laugh?

Tell him your plans.

While Lamb was frantically trying to sell the last bits
on the farm, she had an unplanned project arrive on
the doorstep. A day or so old baby sparrow. We had a
sparrow's nest that lived just above our front door for
years; we never had the heart to relocate it. They
didn't bother us, we didn't bother them. Sometimes
you could hear them chirping away, but that was no
problem. I think we were happy that they were part
of the house. However, every spring we'd find the
rejects that had been thrown out of the nest. Most of
the time they were already dead, sometimes they
were barely alive. Sometimes a cat would get to them
before we could. This time however, this little bird
was found in time. Lamb immediately set to work
building its strength up. She got a little cage for it
and fed it mushed up cat food with a pair of tweez‐
ers. I was already in LA by this point looking for a
place for us to live, but every day I'd be sent videos
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by Lamb. Slowly over the next few weeks I watched
as this little bird got stronger and stronger. Bigger
and bigger. Birds at this point need feeding at least
once every hour, even through the night. They grow
so fast, you can see the changes happening hour to
hour; but they need a constant inflow of energy. If
she was going out she'd even make a little nest in her
handbag and carry it around Reading while she
shopped, stopping to feed it when the time came.
Even with everything going on, only a few weeks till
she moved to another country, she still had time to
help this tiny little bird. It totally shows the sort of
person she was. This bird would never thank her, it
would never remember who she was, but it didn't
matter to her; she was just happy she could help and
never asked for anything in return. Some people can
base their friendships on a point based system; I sent
you a Christmas card, you need to send me one back.
It's like they keep a score. This isn't friendship, this
isn't caring, for Lamb it was all about being in the
room together. Spending time together and being
there for the person. Facebook likes were not friend‐
ships for Lamb. Your time was. As the day came
when Heidi and she were to leave, she gave the bird
(who was now flying) to a bird rescue centre. A
month after she got to LA she got word that they'd
released “Levi” into the wild. Levi hadn't gone far
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though, she'd stayed near the centre and they could
tell it was her because of her deformed leg (probably
why she got thrown out of the nest in the first place).
They said she'd made a friend and would perch in a
tree next to the centre. So out there, somewhere,
there's a little bird still flying around enjoying life.
All because of Lamb.
I met them at the airport. I'd found a place for us
to live, but we couldn't move in for another week so
we had to Airbnb it. I was so excited to see them.
The girls. My corner. My team.
I was met by a very excited Heidi and a very
tired Lamb. We went to the Airbnb and again, like
last time they both fell asleep. For the next week we
jumped around different places until, at last, we got
into our flat.

It was a one bedroom apartment in Beverlywood,
just south of West Hollywood and just east of
Beverly Hills, hence the name Beverlywood. It was
quiet (ish), but most of all it felt safe. We did think
about Venice, but before the girls came over I
checked out Venice at night and it didn’t feel safe. If
it'd been just myself and Lamb it would've been ok.
We've lived in dodgy areas before. But we had Heidi,
and all she knew was Upper Basildon. Little, green,
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country village life. Dropping her from that into
Venice. Well, I don’t think it would have worked out
that well. So I moved my attention more inland. The
girls liked the flat and I felt like I'd picked the right
place. I remember the first night there, we got a
Chinese, however the quest for a good Chinese
would last about 6 months.

Our landlady told us to go to a shop called “Bed Bath
and Beyond”. She said it would have everything we
needed, and it did... but it cost a lot of money. LA is
so expensive. Like way more than you'd think. You
can blast through a hundred dollars just buying what
you need for spaghetti bolognaise - I’m not even
joking. I remember doing our first big food shop. It
came to just over 400 dollars. Lamb and I looked at
each other, wide eyed. Five dollars for a bottle of
water!!! Wait, what?!?
We started to get settled in. Heidi signed up to
the local school. Beverly Hills High School. If you're
an 80s kid like me, I’m sure you'll remember “Bev‐
erly hills 90210”; the glamour, kids showing up to
school in 200,000 dollar cars. Well, it’s not that. It’s
not that at all. It’s an inner city school. Heidi lasted a
day. They'd put her in the class for foreign kids, but
all the other kids couldn't speak any English. She
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wanted out. I think it was all too much too soon for
her. Myself and Lamb talked about it. “Well I’ll just
home school her for six months, let her get used to
the pace of LA then we'll try again” she said. She was
always good at figuring stuff out like this.
She looked online and found that the state does
an online teaching program called K12. You sign up
and they send you a laptop and all the books and
stuff you need for the semester, then once a week all
the kids meet up and they spend the day together.
The teacher was live on the laptop, and Heidi spoke
to him via a headset. It was all pretty amazing.
Heidi did great at it and really enjoyed it. Her
grades were great and she made friends with the
other kids on CD days where all the kids would
meet up in real life. All in all I think it’s the future
of school and feel brick and mortar schools will start
to become a thing of the past. Another thing that
made this a good choice was that Lamb and Heidi
got to spend a lot of time together in the last year of
her life. Way more then if Heidi had gone to a brick
and mortar school. Sometimes Heidi would be done
by 11.30am, and they'd both go off on adventures
together round LA. They did so much stuff together
that year and I’m very thankful they got to spend
that time together; it almost felt like it was meant to
be. Heidi was meant to hate that school. Lamb was
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meant to find K12. Just another small clue, left
blowing in the wind.

It took a while for us to settle into LA life. It’s all a lot
more fast paced than village life. Funnily enough,
even though it's a bustling city, it can be quite lonely
as well. I know Lamb felt this. There were a number
of times that she brought it up with me. I'd just say
“give it time honey, you'll meet people”. We did talk
about moving back if after a year she hadn't met
anyone. The last thing I wanted was Lamb to be
unhappy just so I could make more money. I mean,
what’s the point of that, right? I'd ask her now
and then
“do you feel at home yet?” and she'd always
say back,
“sort of. But it still feels temporary”.

We'd been in LA for about three months when we had
our first visitors come stay; Phil and Paula were over
from the UK. One night Paula got Heidi to do a
personality test on the internet. I've always been scep‐
tical of such things, always viewing them as something
only lonely middle aged women do on the “take a
break” website, however the one Paula showed Heidi
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looked and felt a lot more based on reality than others
I'd stumbled across before. Just by hearing the ques‐
tions being asked I became interested. All in all there
were about 100 questions, and there were 16 'types' of
personalities, and after you'd completed the question‐
naire it would assign you one. There were ones such as
“INFJ-A / INFJ-T” or as the website called it “The
Advocate” or “INFP-A / INFP-T” - “The Mediator”.
Heidi finished all the questions and Paula hit the enter
key. The website churned away for a few seconds. She
was a ENFP-A / ENFP-T - ‘’The Campaigner’’

‘’Few personality types are as creative and charis‐
matic as Campaigners. Known for their idealism and
enthusiasm, Campaigners are good at dealing with
unexpected challenges and brightening the lives of
those around them. Campaigners’ imagination is
invaluable in many areas, including their own
personal growth.’’
We all sat round reading what traits her person‐
ality exhibits, and myself and Lamb were blown
away by how accurate this test seemed to be - it goes
into great detail, your strengths and weaknesses. I
was sold.
“Ok... Go on then!! Let's do it” I said.
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I sat there and filled out all the questions as
honestly as I could.
I was assigned ENTP-A / ENTP-T - “The
Debater”. Again we oohed and ahhed our way
through the description. It was so close. Another
thing the website does is to show you some famous
people or famous characters from movies or TV
shows that fall in line with your personality type.
One of the people I was aligned with was “Jim” from
the US office. I was very happy about this as I always
liked his character.
Up next was Lamb. Her personality came out as
ISFJ-A / ISFJ-T - “The Defender”.
“Given how generous Defenders are with their
warm praise and support, it’s not surprising that
others enjoy their company enough to call them
friends. The challenge is to be considered a friend
back – people with the Defender personality type
are shy and a little protective of themselves, but they
also need to be able to connect on a deeper emotional
level. It makes sense then that most of Defenders’
friends are made not by random encounters on a
wild night out, but through comfortable and consis‐
tent contact, as in class or in the workplace where
they have the time to get to know each other little by
little.’’
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And of course, Lamb’s personality type fell into
line with “Pam” from the US office.

Lamb had started to meet other parents on Heidi's
CD days. She called me one day to ask if I could get
Friday evening off because she'd invited some people
round. I got home Friday night to find the whole
house cleaned up. Everything scrubbed and
polished. She was back to getting excited about
friends coming round. She'd got the bottles of wine
and the music on, sat in the living room waiting for
her new friends to arrive. One by one they showed
up. All of them were very nice people and we had a
fun night. After they left Lamb started to get all para‐
noid. “Do you think they thought I was weird?” she'd
ask myself and Heidi as we were cleaning up.
“No” we'd both say.
“So you think they like me?” she asked.
“Yes” we'd say back.
“Hmmm... I don't know... I think they found
me odd”
Indeed she texted them, asking if they had a
nice time and saying that she hoped she didn't freak
them out too much. Lamb always had inner turmoil
like this when it came to meeting new people. She
knew that her shyness can sometimes come across
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as odd, so she would push herself to be more
outgoing if she really liked someone. Then she'd
worry that she'd overdone it. Round and round
she went.

Spending Christmas away from home was an odd
feeling. Not just because the weather was hot, but
because we were away from our friends and family.
December was always the month where we'd down
tools, invite people over to the farm and have many
late nights with friends. This year though it was just
us. On our lonesome. To make it feel more like home
we ordered some UK food from a website we found,
“The British Corner Shop”; all the chocolate and
sweets we always got in for Christmas back home.
This would be mine and Lamb's 22nd Christmas
together. When we put it in those terms, we really
felt how long we had been together. Dillon had
asked if we wanted to go round his parents' house on
Christmas eve. We accepted and he said to get there
for 5pm. We were running a little late, but no big
deal I thought, it's only a few drinks, we can be thirty
minutes late.
As I’m putting my shoes on to leave my phone
rings. Its Dillon.
“Hey where are you guys?” he asks.
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“Yeah sorry dude, running a little late, we'll be
there in about thirty minutes’’ I say back.
“Oh? I told you to get here for 5! We're all
waiting here for you ready to eat!”
“What?? We're eating???” I ask,
“Yeah!! It's our Christmas day!”
Dillon's family are from Croatia, and it's the
custom there to have Christmas day on Christmas
eve! We had (unknown to me) been invited to their
Christmas dinner.
We rushed out the door and got round there as
fast as we could, to be met by the whole of Dillon's
family; mum, dad, brother, nan, family friends, all sat
there waiting for us to arrive. We walked in all sheep‐
ish, apologizing for the misunderstanding. It was a
lovely night and they made us feel very much at
home, His nan read our tealeaves, Lamb received a
nice massage from who she thought was me standing
behind her, but in-fact was Dillon’s dad. They are a
very warm family. I think they knew we would be
lonely over xmas and they helped will that gap.

Lamb's birthday was coming up and she wanted to
have it at a restaurant called “Petty Cash” on Beverly
Boulevard. My manager Alex had introduced it to
me when I first got out to LA. It was Mexican street
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food. Amazing stuff. When Lamb and Heidi got out
to LA I took them; they both loved it and Lamb
would want to eat there all the time. If you ever get
out to LA, look it up. Lamb's favourite dish was the
“Baja Fish taco”.
She'd met this family that lived up in Burbank;
Heidi had become friends with their daughter,
Cadence and through that Lamb had come to know
the parents. I kept hearing their names being
mentioned, Cheyenne and Jason. She'd tell me that I
had to meet them and how much she thought I'd get
along with them.
We all met at “Petty Cash” for Lamb's birthday
dinner, and Lamb was right, I instantly liked them. A
very warm couple. They reminded us of Fi and Dane
who we'd lived with at Wensley Road. They came
back to the flat and we had a fun night drinking and
getting to know each other. After they left Lamb
asked me,
“Well? What do you think?”
“You did it again Lamb! You picked some sweet‐
hearts” I said.
Sadly, this would be the only time all four of us
would hang out together.

Every now and then a TV show would come along
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that myself and Lamb really got into. The TV mini
Series “Chernobyl” was amazing! We both got so
into it, and on the last episode we decided to wait
until Friday to watch it. We got some wine in and sat
down to watch the conclusion. By the time it ended
we were both a little drunk. We wanted more, so we
went onto YouTube and started watching documen‐
taries on the subject. This wasn't a good idea. Where
the TV show had dealt with the drama of the situa‐
tion more, the documentaries were just about the
facts. Hard, cold facts. We started to become really
paranoid about radiation. In one of the documen‐
taries it talked about how there was a nuclear test site
deep in the Nevada desert. Many, many nuclear
bombs had been set off there back in the 50s. We
were only about 200 miles from the site. We
suddenly found ourselves on Amazon looking for a
Geiger counter.
“How about this one?” Lamb would ask.
“I don't know, it's a bit cheap! Only 22 bucks!? I
wouldn't trust the reading, we need to get a more
advanced one”
I started to look around and after twenty minutes
or so I found one. 120 bucks. We ordered it and
drunkenly headed to bed. A few days later a package
arrived. Lamb texts me.
“Ohhh! The Geiger counter is here!”
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“Cool!! Ok wait till I get home!”
I get home a few hours later, excited and nervous
to find out whether we were living in a nuclear
winter or not. We unwrap it. It was a gas reader.

Another TV show we got into and that ended up
having a big effect on Lamb was “The Last
Alaskans”. She absolutely loved it. We both watched
it together and by the end she wanted to watch more
stuff relating to the subject of “living off grid”. She
found some more shows along the same lines and
binge watched them all. Then she moved onto
youtube and started watching channels about the
same subject. There was this one channel by a guy
called “Joe Robinet”. He'd go on camping trips into
the wild and film himself making campfires and the
like. His videos would be two hours long sometimes,
and Lamb would just sit there watching him. I found
it incredibly boring. I just didn't know what she saw
in it. Most of the time it was just a guy sat there
stoking a fire or stripping leaves off branches to make
a hut, but in real time. Sometimes he'd go for 20
minutes not saying anything, just chopping wood.
One day I'm sat with her watching him talk into the
camera about something or other. He’s in his early
30s. Good looking guy. The penny starts to drop.
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“Lamb?” I ask, “do you think this guy's good
looking?”
She doesn't respond. I turn to her,
“Laaammbb???”
“Huh??!”
she turns to me, trying her best to hide a smile.
“LAMB!! I knew it!!! You only watch this boring
channel cos you fancy him don't you!!”
She gives a guilty look...
“Yes”, she says back.

CERI

When James asked if anyone wanted to contribute
to some memories of Lamb after her funeral, I put it
off and put it off; I put her loss from my life in a little
box and even though I saw her in her last hours,
spoke to her and told her I would not let her down,
said goodbye, and knew she would die, even though I
knew she was gone, I just didn’t want to believe it. So
this memory has come to James at the eleventh hour
and probably only because I had the privilege of
reading James’ words before going to print.

It’s not a funny or quirky retelling of memories.
Lamb was a constant in my life for seven years before
she, James and Heidi moved to America. We shared
a home for that time and I grew to know and love her
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not just as James partner and Heidi’s mum, but as
my friend. I learned that she was a very private
person, as am I - we ‘got’ each other in that way, but
that she was also extremely tolerant and patient of
my individual quirks. We all have them! Lamb was
especially patient with the time it took me to prepare
meals! We went through a phase of cooking on alter‐
nate nights for each other and she would laugh at my
scattiness in the kitchen, my seeming strange and
misplaced area for pots, pans and even vegetables.
She laughed in a way that wasn’t critical but in a way
that meant we laughed together.

After Martin died, James, Lamb and Heidi moved in
with me. A couple of years after they had moved in I
was looking through Heidi’s childminder’s learning
record, full of photos and pictures of Heidi’s time
with her childminder. Lamb had clearly been asked
to contribute to the book and there was a picture
Heidi had drawn: a house telling the reader where
they had moved to. Underneath, Lamb had written
“we moved in with nanny to help her because she is
sad”. It sounds simple and small - to me it was huge.
Her explanation was aimed at a small child trying to
get to grips with a new situation, but sums up totally
her altruistic nature and meant the world to me.
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Feelings have overtaken the memories in my writing.
There are so many memories I could write down but
the feelings remain throughout: love, trust, friend‐
ship and family and I miss her.

I am humbled completely by the experience of being
with Lamb in her last hours. When I got to LA she
was peaceful, pain free and being taken care of with
kindness, gentleness and thought. I said goodbye,
kissed her and promised I would not let her down - I
would be here for James and Heidi, always.

BUTTERFLIES

Lamb, while creative in many ways. Never really
took to drawing. It was not something she really did.
Now and then I would find the odd doddle or some‐
thing she had done on a pad, but overall she focused
on other things. Not long before she fell ill I returned
home from work.
‘’Look what I did today!” she said as I came
through the door.
She had done a free hand drawing of a butterfly.
It was great! I could see she had put some care into
drawing and colouring of it.
‘’Very nice!’’ I said back.
She cut it out and put it up on the wall. For the
next month i would walk into the living room and
catch her looking at it, Smiling to herself. She was
really proud of that drawing and I think if she had
not passed, Drawing would have been her
next hobby.
In the last month of Lambs life, I worked from
home. I didn’t have any sessions on. My calendar was
pretty clear, and all I had to do was write. I can do
that anywhere. So I just set up my laptop on the
kitchen table and wrote from there. I didn’t feel the
need to work from home or anything, but maybe
something was telling me to spend more time there.
I'd started this new diet. Lamb would make me the
food I needed to eat, and I would just work all day on
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my headphones. She got annoyed at me a few times
because I'd rock back and forth on the little plastic
chair I was sitting on. It would squeak away. I
couldn't hear it of course as I had music blasting
away in my ears. But now and then there would be a
tap on my shoulder;
“You're squeaking again!!” Lamb would shout.
“Sorry sorry!!!” I'd reply
Five minutes later, another tap...
“SORRY, SORRY!!” I'd plead. We spent a lot of
time together in that last month. To be honest, I’m
not sure how happy Lamb was about me being home
all the time and at one point asked me
“So… when are you going to start working at the
studio again?”
I think I was screwing up her and Heidi's flow.
Something else had started to happen as well
during this time. Lamb had become very sensitive
about things. It was easy to set her off crying. For a
moment she thought she might be about to have a
period, something she hadn't had since going through
early menopause.
I'd often find her, eyes welling up at something
she was watching on TV,
“you alright?” I'd ask.
“yes, yes... I’m ok... I don’t know... I’m just so
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emotional at the moment. I think my hormones are
maybe returning?” she'd say through her tears.
It almost got to the point where it became a bit
funny. We'd be sat there watching some TV show or
movie and an emotional scene would start to unfold,
“uh oh!!” I'd say, looking over at Lamb.
Her eyes welling up with tears, she'd laugh
as well.
“I just don’t know what's going on with me!!”
I have theories. I've no idea if they're right, but
looking back there's a part of me that thinks, some‐
where deep down inside, maybe she knew. She knew
she was getting sick. She could feel something was
taking hold, telling her it's almost time to go. And
maybe, deep down, that’s why I felt the need to stay
at home that month. Who knows. Just another clue
left about the place. It's down to us if we take it or
leave it.

Ever since Christmas I'd noticed Lamb was slowing
down. Her breathing was becoming laboured. I'd hear
it as she slept at night as well. It got to the point where
I was starting to get worried. I spoke to her about it;
she'd noticed it was getting bad too. She booked herself
in to see a doctor; the doctor made appointments for
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her to see some specialists. Lamb said she'd taken one
look at her file and said “this is way above me, I don’t
know what to do with you!” However the appoint‐
ments weren't for a month. She went back, and I went
with her to try and get her seen faster, but to no avail.
Back at home we were thinking about what to
do; maybe we should fly home early (we were due to
fly back in a month to visit everyone); I was also
thinking that she could just go to the hospital.
“Just go there Lamb! Walk in and say you're
having problems breathing!! You'll be seen by a
specialist in the hour”.
She agreed and went off to the hospital while I
looked after Heidi.
An hour or so later she called me.
“Ok, I've seen the specialist; he says I have fluid
on my lungs, they're going to give me some diuretics,
I should be home in a few hours!” she said,
About thirty minutes after that she called
me again.
“Ok they've changed their mind, they want to
keep me in, do few more tests, but... they have to
move me to a different hospital. Our insurance
doesn't cover this place.”
“Ok, where are they moving you to?” I asked,
“You're not going to like this, it’s a two hour drive
away in Orange County”.
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She was right, I didn’t like it at all, not so much
because of the distance, it was more because the
hospital she was at now was the best in California,
with the best doctors. I looked online to see the
reviews of this other hospital they were sending her
to. The heading of the first review I saw just read “DO NOT GO TO THIS HOSPITAL!!
THEY WILL KILL YOU”.
As you can imagine this did not fill me with
confidence.
I called her back.
“Look I’m going to come up, speak with the
doctors, see if we can do this another way”.
“Too late” she replied, “I’m already in an ambu‐
lance on my way down”
I tell her the moment she gets there to start
taking photos; one of the reviews said it was really
run down and dirty. If this was confirmed in the
photos she sent then I'd go down and pick her up,
drive her back and pay private. It would've cost us
anything from $2000 to $10,000, but work was good
and while it would've been a dent in the bank
account, I knew we could get past it.
“This place is nice!” She texted me with some
photos.
It did indeed look nice; she took a photo of her
room, the bathroom, the meal they had brought her
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on arrival. Everything checked out. Maybe these
reviewers were over reacting.
The next day I drove down. She was right.
Everything seemed normal. They wanted to do some
scans on her and said she'd be in for another night. I
drove the two hours back and picked up Heidi from
her friend's house. We're at the shops when my
phone rings, it’s Lamb.
“They say I can go home if I want!!”
“Oh!!” I say back.
I drive two hours back to pick her up.
On the drive home she says she feels lots better,
her breathing is back to normal, she feels fine!
Everything, it would seem, was back to normal.
Just a small build up of fluid on the lungs and a quick
MOT. She was back on her feet.
A few days later I finally decided to start working
from the studio again. I packed up my laptop and got
ready to leave.

Myself and Lamb always used to have standing
cuddles when we passed each other in the kitchen or
hallway. Maybe once or twice a day. We'd hug for
ten seconds or so. It was like a thing we did, a habit. I
would always slap her butt as we parted ways. She
would always say ‘’oh stop it’’ like Barbara Windsor
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in a Carry On movie. Today's cuddle was a lot
longer. It was really nice. We hugged for about two
minutes. I don't know why this hug was abnormally
long. It felt really peaceful and we just fell into each
other. Stood there in silence. We weren’t talking, we
weren’t joking around, we were just in the moment
together. I even remember thinking about it later in
the day. How nice it was. These would be the last
moments we spent together before she fell ill.
Looking back now, it was a nice way to for us to part
and again, maybe in some deep down place, we
knew what was coming; we knew we were saying
goodbye.
I left for the studio.

That day was pretty unfulfilling. Not a lot was
happening. That can happen sometimes. You can
spend four days in the studio and nothing comes out.
Other days you can write four or five tunes in eight
hours... This day was not one of those days. By 5pm I
was all out of options. Nothing was happening and I
decided to call it a day.

The first thing I felt as I walked through the door was
the heat. It was so hot in the house, all steamy.
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“whooo!!! It's getting hot in here!!” I sang out as I
shut the door behind me.
I walked in to find Lamb sat on the sofa with
Heidi, who was absorbed in her iPad playing
Fortnight.
Lamb seemed to be in distress. She was
breathing heavily.
“you ok honey?” I asked.
She didn't answer me. She just looked at me. I
could see straight away she was not in a good way.
She started to yack. Like she was trying to vomit.
I called 911 as I ran down the hall; by the time I
got outside I could already hear the ambulance sirens
screaming away. They were really near.
All in all it took about 1 minute 30 seconds, from
me calling 911 to a fire engine being there. They
were so fast.
As we got into the flat she started to fit and she
passed out.
Michelle our next door neighbour came bursting
in and grabbed Heidi.
“JAMES!!” she shouted at me to get my
attention.
“I’M TAKING HEIDI!! OK?!!”
I gave her a nod of acknowledgement.
People say that when something like this
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happens, something traumatic, time slows down.
This didn't happen at all. Everything happened in a
flash. They were in and out extremely fast. No taking
blood pressure, no asking her what day it was or if she
knew where she was. They walked in, took one look
at her, then at each other and BAM. They were out
the door before I could even get my shoes back on.
From calling 911 to her being wheeled out of the
flat all happened in under ten minutes.
They put her in an ambulance and were gone.
There was no waiting around for anyone or
anything.
I jumped in the car and sped off towards CedarsSinai Medical Centre. They didn’t even tell me
where they were taking her. But I thought Cedars
would be the best bet as it was only about half a
mile away.
I drove at pretty high speed to get there. Red
lights didn't matter. I wasn't thinking straight. I just
needed to get there as fast as I could.
I got there and just abandoned the car.
Now I'd been through this before. I knew that I
wouldn't be getting any information right away. I
would have to stand in a waiting room.
I ran into A&E and told reception what had just
happened. They told me she was being worked on
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and someone will come and find you as soon as
possible.
At that moment waiting there, I didn’t know
what to do. I started to message people. Telling them
what was happening.
Next thing I know Dillon walks in.
“What's going on?”
I explain what's happened.
“Ok... don’t worry... it'll be ok” he said.
I started to feel sick. That same sick feeling I got
every time she had fallen ill. It was like an old friend
coming to visit by this point.
Someone came out and grabbed me and took me
into a small room.
“A doctor will be coming to see you in a
moment” they said.
A few moments later, he walked in.
He sits me down
“Your wife… I’m afraid to say she's very sick,
Very sick. We're not sure what's happening right
now, but she's not well at all. Is there anything you
can tell me, is she on any drugs? Does she -”
I cut him off. I go on to explain what she had and
what damage it had done to her body already.
Again... the confused looks start up.
“Ok...” he said, “can I bring in another doctor
and you tell him what you told me?” “YES!! OF
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COURSE!!” I shouted back. My only job at this
point was to tell them everything that was wrong
with her. I knew everything that Takayasu had done
to her body and I had (over the years) also become
pretty knowledgeable about Takayasu Arteritis itself.
The other doctor came in and we sat and I told
him everything, where she has stents, what arteries
had already collapsed, that one of her kidneys had
died and about her blood pressure. I told them that
over the last few weeks she had been short of breath
and that she was here only a few days ago. I then
went on to tell him what Takayasu was, and how it
attacks the major arteries.
“Ok... ok… Well... We're still working on her, but
here's what I'll say to you… it's not looking good
James. She's very, very sick. We're doing everything
we can though... so just wait here. Ok?”
Some part of me hoped this would just be
another light episode. She’ll be out in a few days.
She'll be fine. But... there was also another feeling.
My dad had two heart attacks before he had the one
that killed him.
I remember when we got the call that he'd had
another heart attack. We were on our way down to
the hospital, Lamb driving at top speed. I turned
to her.
“I think this is it… I think this is the one” I said.
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I'd never had that feeling about his other heart
attacks. I was worried of course. But it never felt like
the end. He was not at the point of no return and I
could feel that every time.
Not this time though. I knew. I knew this would
be the one that killed him.
I remember they took me into a room when I got
to the hospital.
“What relation are you to Mr Rushent?” asked
the Doctor.
Just by the way he was asking and the way he
was carrying himself. I could tell.
“He’s my dad”, I replied.
“Ok… I’m sorry”, said the doctor. “Your dad
has died”
“I know”, I said back.
I now had this feeling again, but this time with
Lamb. I knew the damage was done. I hoped and I
prayed and I could even convince myself for a few
minutes that everything would be fine; we'd be back
to having our wine nights and our long talks by next
weekend. But my gut told me otherwise.
Cheyene had called; I asked if she could come
and take Heidi home with her. She said yes and
would be there in thirty minutes.
Dillon drove back to ours to pick up Heidi and
bring her to the hospital.
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I met them outside just as Cheyene showed up.
Heidi ran into her friend's arms. I took Cheyene
aside.
“How's she doing?” she asked.
I think she could tell by the look on my face that
things weren't looking good. She gave me a hug.
“I’m so sorry James” she said.
Cheyene, Jason and their two lovely children
Cadence and Noah would be there for us though
this whole time, they took in Heidi and looked after
her, helped her work though it. I can never thank
them enough. They are a caring and loving family.
Again. Lamb could always tell.
Cheyene took Heidi back to their home and I
went back to the waiting room.
As I sat there, I didn’t know what to do with
myself. What do you do at moments like that? You
just sit there. Staring at the wall. Your mind going at
a thousand miles an hour into nothing.
“Mr Rushent?” says someone.
“Yes!” I say, jumping out of the seat.
“Please follow me, they're moving her up
to ICU”.
We get up to the ICU, Dillon is still with me.
Another waiting room. More staring at walls.
More thousand mile an hour thoughts that lead
nowhere. You just sit there, The buzz of the light
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strips, CNN arguing about Trump loudly on the
TV. I could feel rage start to fill my body. When stuff
like this happens, the absurdity of modern day
culture really becomes apparent. I couldn't give a
crap about what Trump tweeted. I don't care who
said what or who got offended. Everyone sits there in
silence while the world gets turned inside out and
upside down. What's not important becomes impor‐
tant. What's valued becomes unvalued. Kill your
gender, kill the family unit, kill your nationality, kill
your god, kill your instincts, kill your identity. But
make sure you post the whole sad sordid journey up
on instagram and facebook, so we can all go down
with you. I started to feel like I could burn this
whole world down and I wouldn't care. I would
warm myself from it and enjoy watching it all fall in
to hell.
If you’re wondering where that outburst came
from, that’s what it felt like for me. Out of nowhere.
Pure rage and it would not be the last time that this
feeling would visit me during the coming week.
I couldn't take it any more. I had to get out. I had
to walk.
I told Dillon he could go home if he wanted.
“Are you sure?” he said,
“yeah... there's nothing you can do... there's
nothing anyone can do”.
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I walked out onto the street. The first thing I saw
was a shop.
“Cigarettes”, I thought to myself.
I hadn't smoked cigarettes in about six months.
The odd one here and there. But right now all I
wanted to do was smoke. And smoke... and smoke.
I stood on the corner and smoked about four or
five cigarettes in a row. Cars buzzing past, people out
on the town taking obscene amounts of photos of
themselves. All I could think about was smoking so
much that the nicotine would make me throw up. I
had an image of myself just vomiting on a passer by.
Just to see their face, see their reaction. I was not in a
good place.
Suddenly my phone rings.
“Hello?? Mr Rushent???”
“Yes”
“This is the ICU at Cedars-Sinai medical centre,
are you Lara's next of kin?”
“Yes” I say back, putting out my cigarette and
starting to walk back to the hospital.
“Ok, well we need to see you. Now!” she says.
I hung up and ran back across the road to the
hospital.
I got back to ICU and I was rushed through into
the room where Lamb was. This was the first time I'd
seen her since the flat. She had a lot of tubes coming
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out of her. Lots of machines all buzzing and beeping
around her.
I immediately broke down, however the doctors
didn’t have time to comfort me.
“We need you to sign something. We need to do
a procedure on her now. But we need your
signature”.
“Whatever you need me to do” I said back.
Suddenly I had about five things in front of me I
needed to sign. I signed them all.
Lamb was a little bit awake. I went over to her.
“Hey sweetheart! Can you hear me?”
She gave me a nod.
“Ok... Do you remember what happened?”
I asked
She shook her head, no.
“You had a seizure at home, do you remember
anything?”
She shook her head again, no.
“Thank god”, I thought to myself.
“Ok. Well you're at the hospital now, they're
going to fix you up, you'll be fine!!” I started to say, all
positively. However my emotions started to get the
better of me; part of me didn't believe what I had just
said to her and I wasn't ready to face that.
They wheeled her out.
A doctor approached me.
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“Hey... can I have a word?”
He took me into a corner.
“Ok... Look... She's not good. A lot of her organs
are shutting down. We think she's also had a stroke.
We're not certain at the moment, we're going to do an
MRI now to find out. I want you to meet someone,
come with me”.
He took me down the hall and put me in a room.
“Wait here”, he said.
A few minutes later two women walk in.
“Hello James. My name's Stephenie , I’m a social
worker here at the hospital and this is Carrie, she's a
spiritual adviser”.
I was a bit taken aback at this. I just stood there
for a second, looking at them both.
“Are we at that point? I mean… really?” I asked,
starting to get agitated.
They both just looked at me.
“Sit down James. Let's talk”, Stephenie said.
I reluctantly sat. This wasn't a conversation I
wanted to have; I wasn't ready.
“Your wife. Lara... I think you need to hear this.
She could die tonight. In fact... well, I don’t know if
you know this but she died in the ER room for a little
while. They worked on her and got her back, but the
chances are she won't make it through the night”.
Within a few seconds, pure rage fills me again. If
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I thought I could've got away with it, I would've
smashed up every single stick of furniture in that
room. I don’t know why. I have no idea. These ladies
were very caring, very nice. But all I could feel was
hate and rage. At times like this, I think the caveman
comes out. The primal starts to scream.
I did my best at holding it together. For a while I
could not understand where this anger and rage had
come from, seemingly out of nowhere. It was only in
the writing of this book and talking with Linda that I
finally understood why it was there. Lamb did not
deserve this. How could such a good person have
something so horrific happened to them. She never
went out of her way to hurt anyone. She always
helped where she could. She was one of the good
ones. Why her? I think with everything I had
watched her go through over the years, my blood just
boiled over this final blow. The unfairness of it all.
Next time someone has a break down because
someone somewhere said something they didn’t like,
I will be the first one to slap them up side the head.
Most people have no idea how lucky they are and in
that moment I hated them for it. To be honest, I still
do. Don’t take this life for granted, if you do, then
you will never of fully lived it. Every morning when
you get out of bed and your feet hit the floor, give
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thanks. Or you risk missing the whole point of this
experience.
“Do you have any children?” she asked,
“Yes’’ I snapped back, “a daughter”.
“How old is she?” she asked,
“She's 11”.
“Where is she?” she asked,
“She's with family friends up in Burbank”,
I reply.
‘”Does she know the severity of what's going
on here?”
“No... I don’t want her to know. It's better that
way”. Heidi had already witnessed the worst thing a
child could see that night. I didn't want to involve her
in this, I wanted to protect her.
“James, you can't do that… you have to give her a
chance to see her mum. If you don’t, and Lara dies
tonight, she could come to resent you later in life.
You have to let her know what's going on, what could
happen tonight, you have to give her the option of
saying goodbye”.
She was right.
“What do I say? How do I do this?? I don’t know
what to do? How do you tell an 11 year old that her
mum could die tonight!?” I ask
The social worker got out of her chair and knelt
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down in front of me, grabbed my hand, looking at me
direct in the eyes.
“Heidi. There's a very real chance that mummy
could die tonight. Do you want to see her?”
I called Cheyene and asked her to bring Heidi to
the hospital.
When she arrived I took her into a room.
I hope that no one I know ever has to do this.
This was by far the hardest thing I've ever had to do.
It rips you in two. You have to be strong for them, but
at the same time your heart is being blown apart.
She decided not to see her. I understood. I felt
the same way about my dad, I didn’t want to see him
either with tubes hanging out of him.
I asked what she wanted to do.
“I can't be around you.. I just can't be around
someone who's as on the edge as I am”. She is so
smart for her age. Her emotional intelligence is way
beyond her years.
She went back home with Cheyene. While all
this was going on, Lamb suffered another stroke. I got
back into the ICU with all the doctors crowded
around her bed, alarms going off, injecting her,
looking at the monitors.
“James!” said one of the doctors, pulling me out
of the room.
“I’m sorry, it looks like she's had another stroke. It
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was pretty violent. We're not going to run any more
scans, the drugs we have to use seem to be doing
more harm than good. Her blood pressure is out of
control, we can't get her stable, we're trying, but she's
jumping all over the place”
I looked over to her blood pressure monitor
on the screen. They had put in some sort of live
blood pressure instrument into her. Like they
had to cut her open in install it. She wasn't
exaggerating. It would jump every few seconds,
from 90/150 to 200/200, then jump to 60/90 a
few seconds later. I could see they were at
a loss.
The doctor grabbed my hand.
“I’m sorry” she said.
By this point I was just at a loss.
“Ok... it's ok”, I say back.
I was just lost in it all. I was so upset, I was so
angry, I didn’t know what to think, how to feel, what
to say, how to act. Whatever... just point me to a
chair and let me sit.
A social worker came up to me and asked me
how it went with Heidi. I told her.
“You did good James. It was the right thing
to do”.
“Fuck you” I snapped back. I immediately apolo‐
gized, “I'm sorry... I’m so sorry… I just...” I plead.
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“Don’t worry... it's normal. Some people get
angry. We get it” she said back softly.
Suddenly this new doctor showed up. He had a
leg brace on. All the other doctors cleared the room
and hovered around just outside the door. I’m not
exaggerating when I say this may have been the
doctor that “House” was based on (one of Lambs
favourite shows). He stood at the end of Lamb's bed.
He had a long wooden stick and would start to point
at machines, telling the nurses to change this and
change that. Give more of this drug, less of that drug.
After 10 minutes or so I realised I was watching
someone who was at the top of their game. He was a
doctor's doctor. He was playing Lamb like a
conductor would play an orchestra. I was watching
an artist at work more than anything else. He didn't
take his eyes off her for the next five or six hours. Just
him, a nurse and me in the room and he would bark
orders “Ok, give me 30mg of drug X” he'd say, watching
all the monitors intensely
“Ok... now give me drug Y! 20 mgs!!”
As the sun came up the room turned a warm
orange glow.
Still, he carried on, fine tuning. He only finally
turned to me and introduced himself after he'd got
her under control.
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“You have a poorly wife there.. but she's stable
for now. I’ll be looking after her from now on
upstairs”.
I was so thankful.
“Thank you doctor! Thank you!!!” I gushed.
He nodded and limped out of the room, stick
under arm.
I later found out that the leg brace was only
temporary; he'd injured himself on a ski trip. But I
still liked to think it was the real life ‘’House’’.
They moved Lamb up to the neurology ICU
ward. I was met by a nurse called Crystal. At first I
didn’t like her. She wouldn't let me into Lamb's
room. I'd show up at the door and she'd say to me
“she's not ready yet, go wait in the waiting room”.
I'd go back to the waiting room, stare at a wall for
twenty minutes, get angry and walk back onto
the ward.
“Still not ready!!” she'd say in a stern voice.
“We'll come and get you when she is! Ok?”
There was no getting round this woman.
Finally, after a few more knock backs, she let
me in.
I sat with Lamb the whole day. I'd read to her; I'd
found a book in the shop downstairs about funny dog
stories, and I thought she'd like that. My reading's not
the best and I'd stumble my way around the book.
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Around 9pm Crystal came into the room, she'd
been in and out most of the day but had paid no
attention to me.
“James?” she said in her stern voice.
“Yes?” I said looking up from the book.
“When did you last sleep?’” she asked.
It'd been a while, but funnily enough I wasn't
that tired.
“last time I woke up was yesterday morning?” I
replied.
“Right… so… thirty odd hours then?” she said.
“Emmm... Yeah I guess”, I replied.
“Right... ok... well... I’m sending you home.
Now.” She said
“It's ok, I can sleep here in the chair”,
“No. You're going home. She's stable James,
they're not going to run any tests for a few days; if
anything changes you'll be the first to know. I prom‐
ise. She's not going anywhere. But you need to go. Go
home to bed, get some sleep”
She was right. I hadn't slept or eaten anything. I
agreed, and besides, Crystal wasn't going to let me
stay on the ward without a fight. It was time to
go home.

I sat outside the ICU building smoking. Just catching
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up with my thoughts. Sat across from me was a guy.
About 50. Also Smoking. He looked like I felt. We
caught each other's eye. We both nodded.
“Hey”, he shouts over.
“Hey”, I shout back.
He stood up and came over. As he got closer I
could see he was upset. He sat down next to me.
“My daughter's in there... they think she's dying”
he says to me, “I mean… they don’t know what's
happened... she was fine early today! Just fine!”, he
starts to get upset.
“What about you?” he asks through his tears.
“My wife”, I say back.
“How's it looking?” he asks,
“It's not good... not good at all”; I start to crack
as well.
We both break down and put our arms around
each other.
Two complete strangers, sharing a moment of
utter despair together.
As we parted ways we wished each other
good luck.
“I'll pray for your wife” he says, walking back
into the ICU building.
“And me your daughter!” I called back.
We waved and he disappeared around the
corner.
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I get back to the house. I walk up to the front
door and just stand there, not wanting to go in.
Suddenly Michelle's door opens.
“Hey... you ok?” she asks.
She comes and stands next to me.
I start to get upset.
“She's not behind this door”, I say.
“No. she's not. But you have to go in”, Michelle
says back to me calmly.
I put the key in the door and open it. Michelle
walks in with me.
While everything was going on, one of my
managers, Kevin, had been to our flat and cleaned it
all up. It was like nothing had happened. I can never
thank him enough for that.
This was the first night I sat with Michelle in the
garden. She cooked me some food and we just sat
and talked. I could only eat a few mouthfuls. The
sick feeling was with me that entire week. All in all I
lost a stone in seven days. Over the coming weeks
Michelle would become a rock for me. She seemed to
have a calming effect. I'd always feel better after
talking to her. What I didn’t know at the time was
that she was a psychologist. PHD no less. She was
helping me through my thinking.
People back home in England had started to send
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messages asking what was happening. I made a what‐
sapp group and would send voice updates.
Around this time the first people were starting to
get on planes to come over. Alex, Dave and Dan
were on their way. The cavalry was inbound.
I didn’t sleep much that night. I remember
hearing that when something awful is happening, the
hardest part of the day is waking up. Because you
have a moment where you've forgotten what's going
on. Then after a few seconds reality comes crashing
back down. I didn’t have these few seconds of free‐
dom. As soon as I woke, I knew what was going on.
I got back to the hospital. Lamb was still stable
and I was met by Crystal. I'd started to warm to her;
she was a very nice lady, but stern. More importantly
though, Lamb seemed to like her. Even though she
was under for most of the time, she seemed to
respond to her. She'd have moments here and there
when she'd wake up a little when Crystal was
checking in on her. Crystal would stand over her bed,
stroking her head and holding her hand. Lamb always
seemed more calm when Crystal was working with
her. I think they'd both taken a shine to each other.
When Lamb did pass, Crystal was very upset. I took
her some flowers and we both hugged each other. She
really was lovely and I’m so glad she was Lamb's
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nurse though most of this. On the whole I think that
everyone on the ICU ward took a shine to Lamb. She
was young, she was from out of town, it was all so
sudden. I got a letter from the ward after her passing,
signed by all the staff explaining how some cases can
bring the whole ward down if the patient doesn’t
make it. Lamb was one of those cases. Sometimes the
doctors would just come in and hang out for a while,
even if it wasn't their rounds. Just pop in and check
on her. Stay for a while. I noticed they were all calling
her Lara. I thought she might like it better if they
called her Lamb. I went back home and printed out
photos of Lamb and Heidi together; I wanted the
doctors and nurses to see her bright eyed and bushy
tailed, smiling away. Not just another patient on a
bed. I wanted them to see her personally. Maybe
they'd form a connection through the photos. Maybe
they'd try harder to save her. I mean, they were
already doing everything they could! I don’t want to
take anything away from them, but I just thought it
might help. I also printed out a sign that read:
‘’Hello! My name is Lara
But you can call me
Lamb!’’
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I got back and put the photos up around the
room and put the sign up on the door.
I went back to reading to her. Here and there
doctors would come in.
“We're just letting her body do some healing
before we move forward” they'd say.
Crystal’s lunch break came up and she left to eat.
A new nurse took over. Within ten minutes Lamb's
blood pressure was out of control. This nurse was
starting to panic and called for the doctor. He came
in, I had never seen him before. He started pressing
all the buttons on the machines.
I ran out the door to the reception desk.
“Get Crystal back!!” I shouted.
Within a few minutes she came bursting through
the door.
“OUT!!” she shouted to everyone.
“No no!! she doesn't like that!” she said, resetting
all the buttons.
By this point Lamb was a finely tuned machine
and only a few people knew how to work her. Any
deviation would send her into a spin.
Over the next few minutes Crystal got her under
control, then held her hand and stroked her head.
“It’s Crystal, Lamb, don’t worry you're ok. I’m back
from lunch, I’m not going anywhere”
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Alex was the first to land. He met me at the
hospital. He wanted to take me out for food.
I went back to Lamb's room to grab my things.
“Are you going?” asked Crystal, “Yeah, my friend
wants to take me out for dinner, it's my birthday
today”.
Crystal put her hand over her mouth and her
eyes started to well up.
“Oh James… Can I give you a hug?” she asked.
We hugged.
Crystal was a very caring soul. I could feel the
sincerity pouring out of her. She was a perfect fit
for Lamb.

Over the next few days nothing much changed.
They wanted to monitor her brain activity as they
were worried that she might be having seizures while
in this comatose state. They attached stuff to her
head and started to monitor her brainwaves for 24
hours. Thankfully it all looked normal. She wasn't
having seizures. I'd come and go from the hospital.
Sit with Michelle in the garden at the end of each
day, talking it out.
Other people started showing up in LA. Dave,
then Dan.
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We'd all sit in the garden and Michelle would
make us food.
Dan asked me to go see a doctor, to maybe get
something to help me through this. He came with
me, I sat there with the doctor, explaining what was
happening. He gave me some Ativan, and it did
really help me through that time, but I was warned
by doctors to get off it as soon as I could. He only
gave me enough to cover ten days. I later found out
that Lamb was on the very same drug. It's weird what
it does; it doesn't get rid of the anxiety, you can still
feel it, but not as much. It's like it's trapped behind
glass, but your face is pushed right up against it. It's
really close, but it can't completely get to you. It gives
you room to think. To move.
I started to feel there was a chance Lamb could
pull through this. However, I knew it wouldn't be the
same. She'd be disabled, but to what extent I didn’t
know, and the doctors didn’t know either. I knew I
could handle it if she was. We'd make it work. The
only thing I didn’t think I could handle was if she
couldn't communicate with me. This was my big
worry. I could handle the wheelchairs, I could handle
the meds and the bed baths, whatever. I was ready to
take it on. But if I didn’t know what she wanted, if
she was “locked in” in some way, I wasn't sure I'd be
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able to handle that emotionally. I knew for a fact that
she wouldn't want to live like that and I’ll be honest
that the thought of Switzerland did cross my mind.
I got on my knees.
“Just make it so she can communicate. That’s all
I ask”
They started to do scans on her again and she
was staying stable.
They confirmed to me that she had, indeed, had
a stroke.
“It's affected the part of her brain that deals with
speech” said the doctor.
“She may also have lost the ability to use her legs
and one of her arms, but to what extent we won't
know for sure until she wakes up”
“Ok... I can deal with that, we can make this
work” I said back positively.
“Well... Yes... With a few years of rehabilitation
she may get back the use of her arm, maybe even her
legs… but...”
“But what?” I ask.
“She still has Takayasu's Arteritis James… It's
ravaged her body. She'll have to be on dialysis for the
rest of her life, which… I’m afraid to say, probably
won't be that long. I’m sorry”
“How long?” I ask,
“Maybe a year? Maybe not”.
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I could feel the anger starting to swell up again.

A few days later I walked into the ward to be met by
one of the nurses rushing up to me,
“James!!!” she grabbed me by the arm, all smiles.
“We have someone we want you to meet!”
She pulls me into Lamb's room.
She was sat up, eyes open. She saw me and
though a weak husky voice she said...
“Your fault”.
Now some of you may be taken aback by this. I
however, was not. I had a feeling this might be
coming. I'd been thinking about it to myself over the
last few days.
Myself and Lamb, knowing she had a higher risk
of a stroke or haemorrhage, had talked about what to
do if something like this were to happen. She'd told
me on more than one occasion:
“If it looks like there's no hope or that if I do live I
may be a vegetable or something, let me go. Don’t
sign anything. Just let me go”.
I assured her I always would. However, on that
first night, in that moment, all we were trying to do
was to save her life. It was all a panic. They were just
shoving bits of paper under my nose and I signed
them all. I just wanted them to save her.
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We'd been through panics before together and
she'd come out the other side and yes, this was the
worst one by far, but I still had hope she would get
through this unharmed. I was wrong.
“You signed papers didn't you? I told you not to”
she whispered as best she could.
I explained to her how it all happened. She still
didn't remember her seizure at home, thank god. I
told her how it all happened so fast and we were just
trying to keep her alive. That’s all it was in that
moment.
“You’ve been out for a week Lamb” I said.
She looked at me, shocked. I don’t think she
knew how long she'd been under.
“I need to eat!” she said.
“No, no. It's ok, they're feeding you through
a tube’’.
The disappointment filled her eyes as she
looked at me. This was exactly what she didn't
want.
“how do you feel?” I asked.
“It's not good, James” she said back.
I told her that people were on their way out, and
she gave me a look of disapproval.
Knowing Lamb for as long as I have, I knew what
she was thinking.
“I can't hide this one honey. It's too big”.
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She asked to see Heidi. I told her I'd go and
get her.
Before I left I asked if she wanted to watch
anything on the laptop.
“Joe Robinet”, she said.
I rolled my eyes...
“Oh, like that is it?!” I joked,
“Yes” she said, trying the best she could to
muster up a smile.
Just like her mum; while this disease may have
destroyed her body, it got nowhere near destroying
who she was.
I set up the laptop and started playing Joe
Robinet and left.
I drove up to Burbank to pick up Heidi from
Cheyene and Jason's. There was a sense of celebra‐
tion when I got there. Lamb was awake!! I played
along, but I had a feeling it wasn't as simple as that.
After the conversation myself and Lamb had
earlier in the day, I started to feel like I knew what
she was feeling. This illness had taken so much from
her. It had delivered its worst blow yet. She wasn't
going to let it take another.
We got back to the hospital and I walked Heidi
into Lamb's room and left them alone.
I felt as if Lamb needed to see Heidi, not to say
hello, but to say goodbye.
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A few minutes later Heidi came out; she was
upset. We hugged and I took her home.
This would indeed be the last time they both
talked. Whatever was said will forever be between
them.

The next morning, my fears were confirmed.
Michelle came with me to the hospital. I think
from what I told her the night before, as we sat in the
garden, she maybe felt what was coming too.
As we got to Lamb's room we were met by the
social worker and the spiritual adviser. They told me
I couldn't go in at the moment.
“She's with the psychiatrist right now, they're
evaluating her”.
“For what?” I asked.
“They need to see if she's of sound mind...
making sure she understands the outcome of the
decision she wants to make”, said the social worker.
I knew what they were saying, but I asked
anyway. I think I needed to hear it before I could
believe it.
“What decision?” I asked.
They sat me down.
“She wants to move on, James” she said.
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“She's having an existential crisis” said the social
worker.
“A what?” I asked,
“an existential crisis... it's… well... it's… em...”
Michelle cuts in:
“She's having problems with the meaning of life
and her role in it; who am I? Why am I here? What's
my purpose?” she said in a straightforward tone.
Michelle was great at this. She didn't sugar coat
anything. She'd tell you like it was. I think when
someone's going through something like this the
people around them try to handle them with kid
gloves. From the perspective of the person going
through it though, sometimes you just need to be told
straight, so you can understand and start to come to
terms with it. The harshness of reality can in some
cases be an ally and I think Michelle knew this.
They took me into a room and a doctor joined us.
“She's asked to have all life support machines
turned off” said the doctor.
“If the psychiatrist feels that she's of sound mind,
we'll comply with her wishes James”.
No anger. No rage bubbling up. Just complete and
utter despair. I broke down wholly and completely. I
gave up. This was it. There was no way she was getting
out of this. She didn’t want to. It was out of my hands.
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No amount of looking online for specialists or a cure
will make this stop. No rescuing her, no telling her it'll
be alright. She's done with it all. She wants to die.
After ten or so minutes I managed to compose
myself enough to speak.
“Ok... what do you need me to do? Anything?”
While of course I didn’t want this to happen, I
was 100% committed to seeing it through
with Lamb.
“Just go be with her” said the Doctor.
As we walked back to Lamb's room I saw the
psychiatrist speaking with Crystal.
I walked up to her. She gave me a look of sorrow.
“They're saying she's of sound mind. She can go
through with it if she wants” she said.
“Ok… Ok…” I said back. I didn’t know what else
to say. I just had to accept it.
I looked into her room and saw all the photos of
her and Heidi had been taken down, plus her Lamb
sign. The last little thing she had to hide behind. Her
nickname. All gone.
“Who took the photos and stuff down?” I asked
Crystal.
“She did... Well... she asked for them to be taken
down” she replied.
The social worker cut in,
“These things James, these photos, the sign,
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they're tying her to this life. She needs the line to be
cut in order to move forward, do you understand?
She came into this world alone, she needs to leave
alone, emotional ties will make it more painful for
her to leave”.
I understood.
I walked in and sat down with her. Lamb lay in
the bed.
“Hey”, she whispered.
“Hey” I whispered back.
For the next few hours we talked about all sorts
of stuff. We talked about when we first met. We
talked about regrets we both had, we talked about
Heidi. In an odd way, it was nice. We really talked.
Talked about things we'd never talked about before.
About us, our relationship.
I kept leaning on the side of the bed and inadver‐
tently pressing the nurse call button.
Lamb found this funny. We were still laughing,
even then.
“Lamb... you still have time to change your
mind… you don’t have to go through with this” I said.
“Don’t make this any more difficult James” she
said back.
“I’m just saying… I can take care of you, we
can make -”
She cut me off -
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“I saw something”, she said.
“What? When?” I asked.
“When I was under. It wasn't a dream, it was
real. I saw clouds, trees and mountains, It was beauti‐
ful” she said, turning her head to me.
“I just want to go back... I want to go there... I
won't last much longer in this body anyway… just let
me go”
“Ok honey… Ok... I’ll be right here with you... all
the way”
After a while she fell back to sleep. A doctor
came in and explained that tomorrow they'd be
removing all life support from her. A woman from
the hospice came to see me and explained what was
going to happen. Everything would be taken out and
then they'd move her to the hospice ward. I asked her
how long she thought it would take for her to pass.
“Sometimes it can be very fast, sometimes it can
be days” she said.
I asked if she'd be on morphine,
“Yes, we'll make sure she’s comfortable” she
replied.
Some of the doctors that had been treating her
came by to see her. No pressing of buttons on the
monitors, no checking of her charts. Just their
condolences.
I had to sign a few papers and so on. I was calm
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by this point. It was like I was filling out insurance
paperwork or something. I'd accepted what was
going to happen. I knew she wanted it and I was just
trying to do my best; make it as easy for her as I
could. As I was getting my stuff together to go home,
she woke up a little.
“James?” she asked,
“Yes honey, I’m here” I replied, sitting down next
to her.
“Is my mum still alive?” she asked.
She'd been asking this question a lot over the last
day or two as she drifted in and out of consciousness.
“No honey... she passed a long time ago” I said.
“Oh...” she paused, “is your dad still alive?”
she asked.
It took a few seconds for me to respond to this
one, she hadn't asked this before. It was all getting
too much.
“No sweetie... he’s gone as well” I replied upset.
She turned her head and looked at me.
“Oh James...” she said, “I’m so sorry”.
This would be the last conversation we ever had;
I sat with her as she fell back to sleep.
Even in her last hours, she was trying to comfort
someone.
I went home to get a few hours sleep.
The next morning I awoke, As I packed my bag
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with fresh clothes, my toothbrush and so on. I knew
the next time I came back to this flat Lamb would
have left this earth. The next time I stood between
these 4 walls. My wife would be gone.
I stood there as a nurse slowly unplugged
everything and removed all the tubes from her. The
hospital porters showed up to take her to the
hospice. I held her hand the whole way down to
her new room. As we got to the hospice ward I
noticed all the doors to the rooms had animals
printed on them. A little dog on one, a cat on
another.
Lamb's door had a butterfly on it.
They all left and it was the first time in a week
that I'd seen Lamb without some machine beeping
along beside her. Just her. On a bed. Only a drip and
a catheter attached.
A nurse walked in.
“You can get in the bed if you want, it's big
enough” she said.
I didn’t know how to feel about this. Would she
want me in bed with her, or does she want her space?
I wanted to; there was nothing more I wanted in that
moment then to jump in bed with her and comfort
her as best I could, but I didn’t know what to do. I
thought, what would I want? Would I want Lamb
with me? I got in. I had my laptop with me in my
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bag. I was thinking about how to make her feel the
most comfortable, relaxed.
Voyager! Yes… Voyager.
I got onto Netflix and started playing from the
first episode.
We just lay there. She was asleep most of the
time, and I just cuddled her. Slowly I fell asleep,
only waking up now and then to the nurse coming in
to check her drip and give her an injection of what I
guess was morphine.
I woke up around 11am.
She was still with me.
Cheyene dropped off Heidi at the hospital. I lead
her into Lamb's room. Heidi got into bed with her
and they had a cuddle. I left them for a while and
just walked around the ward. Let them have some
time together.
Ceri had just landed at LAX and got a taxi
straight from there to the hospital. She came in and
spent some time with Lamb, then took Heidi
back home.

It was getting late in the day. She was still with us,
but I was becoming concerned that she hadn't yet
passed. I didn't want this to drag out for her. I'd do
anything to stop this. I would've cut off my arms and
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legs to stop this from happening, but I knew there
was nothing I could do. I just wanted it over, for her.
I remember hearing about elephants that go some‐
where on their own to die. They don't like to be
around other elephants when their time comes. The
other elephants seem to know this and they don't
follow them. They let them go off to be alone. I knew
how private she was, and maybe even my presence
was stopping her from leaving. Maybe I was tying
her to this life still. Maybe I was the one that needed
to let go. Although I wanted to be there for her, I
started to take short walks around the ward, thinking
'maybe she'll slip away when no one's looking'. But
after the third try, she was still with me. I can’t really
explain how this feels, its like a tug-of-war on your
emotions. It’s ambivalence in its most pure form.

From the day Lamb got diagnosed, she never once
complained about her illness. She never once shook
her fist at the sky, she never once asked
“why me?!”
she just got on with it. I've thought about this; the
strength she showed through it all. She hated people
knowing she had anything wrong with her. She
would only ever talk about it to close friends and
family. Now of course I can’t put words in her mouth
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- I’m not 100% sure why she was like this - but I feel
Lamb didn't want her illness to define who she was.
She didn't want to be known as the shy girl with a
rare disease, she just wanted to be known as Lamb;
the girl that loves animals and gardening and who's
fun to have a drink with. I think this is one of the
main factors that led her to make the decision she did
at the end. If Lamb had chosen to carry on after the
stroke, she would have been mostly bed ridden and
on dialysis for the rest of her life. She would need a
wheelchair to move around and people would have
to talk slow and precise and give her time to answer.
The stroke had taken more than it had left and on
top of everything, even if she had recovered the
ability to walk, she would still have Takayasu. She
knew her disabilities would now define who she was.
The girl in the wheelchair. The girl who can’t talk
that well. As horrific as this sounds, as there are
people who do live like this, she didn't want to carry
on this way. She wanted to put a full stop to it. She
wanted to be in control of what happened, not the
stroke or the disease. She didn't want the Lamb we
all knew to fade away and be replaced. Her life as
she knew it would be over; no more long walks with
Heidi, no more gardening, no more late night drinks
with friends, no more crocheting. All gone. She
decided to take matters into her own hands. I'm so
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proud of her for that. While it’s heartbreaking for all
of us who are left behind, I’m happy for her that
Takayasu's Arteritis didn't get the last word. She did.

I had a shower, again maybe trying to give her a
chance to sneak off. But as I came walking out of the
bathroom her eyes were open a little. She was
looking around a bit. I sat next to the bed holding her
hand. She was very peaceful. Very calm.
“Hey honey... it's time to go now” I whispered to
her, “don't worry about us. We'll be fine. But it's time
for you to leave. I love you. We all love you so much”

I pulled myself together and hit the space bar on the
laptop. Voyager quietly started to play in the back‐
ground as I slowly got back into bed with her, and in
the centre of our own little storm, we embraced.

Lamb's cause of death was recorded as Renal
Failure due to complications from Takayasu
Arteritis.

She was 44 years old.

HEIDI

Mum is in nearly all my happiest memories, every‐
thing I have done mum has been right by my side,
even after she has died. A lot of my memories of
mother consist of driving around the country side
going here there and everywhere playing the Alanis
Morissette album on blast, we would sometimes be
going to the clothing warehouse in reading, or
Newbury for a shop on a hot day, park by the skate
park and walk over to the stands where the bakeries
were showing of there chocolate delights
Mum would say “oooOOoooO” and buy one to
eat while we walked around looking at stalls and
buying endless amounts of goodies.
Or when we use to walk around LA going to
every goodwill in a 5 mile radius, mother buying
plant pots or the odd purple shirt, maybe even a dress
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if she was feeling crazy. We used to walk for hours
on end just talking and thinking, it was one of the
most calm and happy times of my life.
I loved my mum with every ounce of love I had, I
still do and will till I see her again.
Goodbye mum.

LAMB

I loved every part of my journey. Raving especially
where I felt connected to everything and everyone.
But most being a mother, I did my bit in helping the
environment, I tried to be the best partner and friend
to all who miss me. Be nice and make a difference to
the world no matter how small you may think it is
and enjoy yourself because life is short.

